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From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 5:11 PM PT 

To: Professor Geoffrey Rothswell – Professor of Economics- Stanford University - 

rothwell@stanford.edu 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-

Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran; Cuban Government; Jeffrey "Marc-Flower Hill Mall-Rich" Essakow; 

Joseph Steinberg - President of Luecadia National Corporation; Ernest Rady - 

American Assets; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 

Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; John Loftus Esq. - Not 

Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi prosecutor; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 

Inc.; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American 

Charles Engelhard's estate; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; 

Aftenpostens Kundesenter; Rush Limbaugh; Senator Barack Obama - US 

Democratic Presidential candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator 

Lieberman; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Dr. Laura Family; United States Justice 

Department; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: Conflicted - peace is war to those that profit from war! 

 

NEWS HEADLINE: Saudi arrests 700 over 'oil attack' plots 

 

Professor, I plan to address in a videotaping today, that will be available for you, your students 

and your uranium business partners on just3ants.com, each and every fear you have of a 

“backlash” from those who see peace as peace and prosperity, versus you big government 

succulents who benefit greatly from, in particular, the United States’ out-of-control military-

industrial-complex and who see “peace” as “war” on their profits. 

 

Not to mention such fears first stemming from the ingenious, so very easy to understand Israeli 

Military Intelligence Report that again reads: 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080625133954.jtgj6zkd&show_article=1
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bog.pdf


Immediately following the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing China, Al Qaeda will launch a 

series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar which will immediately 

paralyze the United States' economy 

 

To mention little of such a Military Report of all time has been exclusively available 

on www.just3ants.com for going on a year, stressing most of all why academia, the 

new corrupt church, also knows better than to “bite the hand that feeds you”, as 

well as those higher in the pecking order than you, and those way below, including 

those very many US Americans battling today to make ends meet, but who you 

helped condition so very poorly to think that the spread of the truth of the 

corruption of the US Government who only represent special interests groups, with 

no loyalty to the United States, will only hurt them more. 

 

To mention in passing, the least likely to support our cause, “to give peace a better 

chance” are those of US Americans who have traveled as well as lived in 

purposefully impoverished countries around the world where we have been so very 

pushy, so arrogant in pushing our weight around, thinking that our Almighty Dollar 

was so very strong because US Americans were the “innovators”, the more 

“intelligent”, and yet US Americans who couldn’t even embrace the metric system 

because to do so would be so very logical and no one tells us what to do let alone 

when as well as when not nuking civilian populations, we are the ones “doing good” 

in “civilizing” our “slave wage earners”. 

 

It is US Americans’ ever expanding waistlines, so pompous, so consumptive, 

producing more than 25% of the world’s pollution while only just 4.2% of the 

world’s population who are the last to think about the damage we do to the rest of 

the body beginning with the brain that stopped learning each time we had to focus 

on our lies, never thinking for a moment that the US military headed by the CIA 

were anything worse than the “World’s Policeman”. 

 

It is of course quite a letdown to now, so late in the day, finding out how very 

simple it is for those not poorly conditioned as US Americans, some 96% of the rest 

of the world’s population, to conclude on their own, and increasingly so, thanks to 

the research power of the internet, that the US Government not only represents 

accurately bloated Americans but this out-of-control military-industrial-complex 

that President Eisenhower went to “great pains” to spell it all out in black and white 

TV in his last speech from the oval office, January 17th, 1961, just 3 odd days 

before the next DeBeers controlled US President who carries the title Commander 

In Chief of All US Armed Forces, took over, after of course President elect John F. 

Kennedy first met with the mafia of mafia De Beers and Co’s co-head, Anglo South 

African Harry “non-racial liberal” Oppenheimer on US soil, at the highly visible 

Carlyle Hotel, located on the upper east end of Manhattan, IS IN FACT the terrorist 

http://www.just3ants.com/


regime of terrorist regimes; and again it is the poorest of Americans, at least 

PRESENTLY, so very fearful of that “backlash” that will be first felt by them who 

make up the majority of some 24 million US Americans, some 8% of the US 

population, now suffering from diabetes, who in battlefield conditions are “rili” [sic] 

not the sort of people you want backing you up, especially when you look at the 

physique of the Chinese who for more than 2 decades now have been trained by 

the very best of Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers who are as troubled as 

I am by the apparent suicide of a Druze Israeli police officer in such a very public 

way. 

 
Did a shiver just go up your spine when you first looked at the Chinese farmer in 

the darker blue shorts, followed by the calf muscle of the equally athletic gentleman 

in the lighter blue shorts, both well over 50 years of age? 

 

Or can you not get over why apart from helping build up the United States 

Government’s, “Military-Industrial-Complex”, the lifeblood of the United States 

Government’s Gunboat Diplomacy aka Regime Change Policy aka “In support of our 

south east Asia Policy” going back to the turn of the last century, did Eisenhower do 

so very little to liberate Auschwitz; not even authorizing the bombing of the railway 

lines leading in to the precision killing machines of Auschwitz and the such; not 

doing anything to distance himself from De Beers and Co. beginning with issuing an 

order, without running it by Roosevelt, who he knew was “bought and paid for” by 

De Beers and Co., to have De Beers and Co’s top official, Ernest Oppenheimer, 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mdg-rili.htm


assassinated when this German first, anti-Semite second, so arrogantly defied an 

order by “underling” President Roosevelt to stockpile De Beers’ industrial diamonds 

on US soil, all the while supplying Hitler with his diamonds used not only to make 

precision tooling but to finance the rise of Nazi Germany? 

 

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap9.htm 

 

And can you believe it, Eisenhower admonished Israel for its actions in 1956, and 

then later saying that he regretted such admonishment without even bothering to 

comment on Operation Suzannah in the summer of 1954, all aimed at 

embarrassing the United States in particular not to leave the Suez Canal 

“unattended”, and if a skirmish were to have broken out in the “vacuum created” 

by the United States Government that was and has never been a friend of the 

fledging State of Israel, yet another excuse for the United States to use its nuclear 

weapons on a civilian population being “squeezed”, period. 

 

You of course know that General Eisenhower was responsible for helping enforce 

the 1939 White Papers that placed a limit of 10,000 Jewish people entering 

Palestine-Israel per year while Auschwitz was killing 10,000 plus PER DAY, some 

say as many as 12,000 innocent Jewish people PER DAY, as well as the diabolical 

arms-trade embargo placed on the fledging Jewish State at the time the UN 

granted Statehood to Israel, which included making it illegal for men of military age 

such as my father, a skilled and experienced Allied Fighter-Bomber-Pilot with some 

71 odd missions dive-bombing the crap out of the De Beers Nazi bastards and an 

excellent knowledge of the Egyptian desert terrain where he first trained on 

Spitfires, from entering Israel so as to increase the likelihood that the newly born 

Jewish State that came into being on May 14th, 1948 wouldn’t survive more than a 

few hours. 

 

So much for all President Eisenhower’s regrets, and why so very important those 50 

British made Spitfires that South African-Israeli Boris Senior left behind in South 

Africa after paying some 6 English Pounds Sterling apiece in a rigged auction, 

rigged by who you think? 

 

Now you better understand the decision by the deep underground Jewish 

Underground to have my very high profile father remain conspicuously absent from 

Israel’s War of Independence 1947-1949. 

 

“The masses will more likely fall victim to a big lie than a small lie” – Hitler. 

 

Not to mention was President Eisenhower simply “lying through his teeth” or one of 

the dumbest of dumb military commanders in the annals of history; possibly the 

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap9.htm


first US President in recorded history to be suffering from Alzheimers-dementia, as 

he began this bloody nonsense speech, “… until the latest of our world 

conflicts, the United States had no armaments industry…”, which didn’t 

prevent the United States of America leading the 8 Allied Nations invasion of China 

in 1900, or the financing of the Anglo Boer War 1899-1902 and equally important, 

the financing of the monopolist of monopolists, De Beers and Co., the terrorist of 

terrorist financing organization the world has ever known. 

 

To mention little of what did President Eisenhower, who was Supreme Commander 

of the Allied Forces in Europe during World Oil War II know about De Beers and Co. 

that the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA, let everyone, who was anyone know, 

during WOW II, that De Beers and Co., the special interest of special interest 

group, playing all sides to war and profiting handsomely, had so proudly and 

LOUDLY let everyone know that they had in fact penetrated the highest levels of 

British-American intelligence well prior to D-Day, and why of course Eisenhower 

carried in his shirt breast pocket a speech that he would have given had the D-Day 

June 5th-6th 1944 invasion of Normandy not gone “according to plan”. 

 

To mention in passing very poor memory Eisenhower then went on to become 

Supreme Commander of NATO. 

 

Of course there is the need to “break things up”, beginning with your knowledge 

that this CLEAR, SHORT one sentence Military Intelligence report which you are 

capable of understanding originated out of the minds of the smartest people in the 

world, who don’t have Trust-Hush-Funds such as yourself, however low down on 

the De Beers and Co.’s “totem pole”, but who have to command their best and 

brightest in to “harm’s way” who can also, read, write and speak perfect English 

and very much appreciate the fact that again this CLEAR, SHORT one sentence 

Israeli Military Intelligence report was vetted by both IMI and the Mossad on 

November 19th, 2007, Subject: RE: DILLY DALLY- RE: draft to Dershowitz: 

 

Mr. Gevisser, 

 

Please send me a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you need from us. If it wasn't clear until 

now, our department, the Defense and Military Attache is responsible for US-Israel Military and 

Department of Defense relations. If you will be clear I might be able to help you. 

 

The fact that both IMI and the Mossad then went very quiet following my November 

23rd reply, can mean only one thing, and why you felt the need to “chit chat” when 

we first spoke, starting out by telling me that your father had you sleeping in a 

child’s cot in his home as you celebrated Father’s Day with him. 

 



Cutting and pasting – just3ants.com: 

 

From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, November 23, 2007 3:28 PM 

To: Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC. 

Subject: RICH-gag-short, clear-Timely Response 

 

Keren, 

 

Question 1. Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report: 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the best interests 

of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a series of 

attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze 

the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report 

is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the 

oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida. 

 

“Yes” or “No”. 

 

Question 2. Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report: 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a series of attacks 

on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. 

economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is 

designed to do. 

 

“Yes” or “No”. 

 

Question 3. Do you refute the Israeli Military Intelligence report: 

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a 

series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will 

paralyze the U.S. economy 

 

“Yes” or “No”. 

 

Question 4. Does your department, the Defense and Military Attache, responsible for US-Israel 

Military and Department of Defense relations, support my position that President Bush should 

immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations thereby protecting the 

innocent and naive? 

 

“Yes” or “No”. 

 

Question 5. Do you know of any other traitor to the State of Israel who has received a 

http://www.just3ants.com/punbb/viewtopic.php?pid=149#p149


Presidential Pardon as did Marc Rich in the final hours of President Clinton’s presidency that was 

so strongly supported by the Prime Minister at the time, Ehud Barak who was also the head of 

the Mossad or so he thought? 

 

“Yes” or “No”. 

 

Get Ami Ayalon, Israel’s “Minister Without Portfolio”, to comment on US Marine Captain Brian 

Steidle’s 

so very arrogant hypocrisy? 

 

Question 6. What was your point about referring me “back to your security office” when it was 

your security office who referred me to you in the first place? Bear in mind the following, SHORT 

and CLEAR point. 

 

You cannot claim that you do not understand what I am asking. 

 

Gary 

 

[Word count 402] 

 

Talking to talk speaks as much volume as “deafening silences” which you also 

know. 

 

Those who know such as the heavily wired IMI, who are extraordinarily well 

coordinated with the Mossad’s Talipot unit, in operation now for some 3 decades, 

from about the same time I immigrated from South Africa to the United States on 

March 17th, 1978, don’t talk.  

 

Those who don’t know, do most of the talking. 

 

You understand perfectly well that you cannot even purchase one of our many 

styled and cleverly worded just3ants.com t-shirts, not to forget the “SUPERFISHAL” 

[sic] Pope-Fish coming out of the water, missile looking creating the Nuclear 

mushroom 



 
 

Perfect for 4th of July Celebrations? 

 

Any actions you take to bring more Public International Attention to our just cause, 

and lets not even talk about say a nominal “pay your dues” donation, would be 

supporting your gravy train ending that much sooner, which has you constantly 

playing this “What If?” game which goes as follows:  

 

The right thing is support the education of the downtrodden masses who are 

not stupid simply grossly misinformed. The smart thing is knowing that if I 

don’t support the spread of this very important information at light-speed 

both my actions and inactions will be spotlighted by this Gevisser character. 

My increasing conflict is heightened and contributing greatly to my 

permanent state of paralysis, when I ask myself, what if the right thing and 

smart thing inevitably mean the same thing, and the longer I take to 

recognize this, the quicker will my gravy train end, because while I am not 



alone in choosing to be selfish-future shellfish, there are some 97% or so of 

the world’s population that includes some 1 billion or so Chinese peasants 

who do not profit from war; certainly not as much as me and anyone who 

has anything to do with me which this Gevisser character is proving to more 

and more people on his side, the side of light, with each tick of the Almighty 

Clock. 

 

When you snooze you loose! 

 

BTW, the current rendering you see of THE FISH ROTS FROM THE HEAD DOWN 

does not show clearly that it is more of a swastika than a cross in the eye of the 

Pope. 

 

Don’t you just love how this Thirtyish Italian  

 

 
with ties to my buddies Ron Burkle and Bill “Rhodes-De Beers Scholar-Marc Rich” 

Clinton, got the money grabbing Wall Street crowd all so excited, just by telling 

them he had the robes of high ranking Vatican Officials who were giving him the 

inside scoop of Vatican owned properties around the world, that he could purchase 

without having to worry about competing bids, and even Jew boy Burkle didn’t 

flinch, as he like most of the Jewish people around the world so very “comfortable” 

and like the Gentiles only Jewish when it suits them to be Jewish one minute and 

Gentile the next, make it their business-personal to forget how the Romans who 

morphed in to the Roman Catholic Church got so filthy rich, long before the Pope 

during World Oil War II decided to “sit on his hands” as some 6 million of the best 

of us Jewish people were “marc-hed” [sic] to our brutal deaths; and of course you 

haven’t forgotten Dr. Josef Mengele and his experiments at Auschwitz, Poland, and 

nor have you forgotten that Burkle, Rich, Clinton and Co. are laughed at 24/7 by De 



Beers and Co. who continue to remain off the radar screen but with each tick of the 

clock and my being allowed to broadcast so does their “gun-money-power” wane. 

 

Could I interest you in participating in a videotaped round table discussion, quite 

willing to pay you for your time with a grain of 24 carat; i.e. 99.99% gold bullion? 

 

Also be so generous as to forward me, assuming you have in your files, a photo of 

Raffaello Follieri smiling, even if he has no gold fillings that can be traced 

specifically to those emaciated dead bodies of mostly Jewish Holocaust victims 

extracted with precision engineered tools provided by De Beers and Co., the exact 

same group of people who are currently buying your silence. 

 

[Word count 2897] 

 

________________________________ 

From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 12:08 AM PT 

To: Rabbi Menachem Creditor 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Professor 

Rabbi Abner Weiss; Selwyn Gerber - Economist - CPA; Simon Wiesenthal Center; 

Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; HRady@AMASSETS.com; Joseph Steinberg 

- President of Luecadia National Corporation; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich 

Holdings; Jeffrey Essakow; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; 

Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; '= Erez, esq. ='; 

Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; 

Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law 

School; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; 'elliot@wjconference.org'; 

Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; 

South China Morning Post; 'dlevin@soberman.com'; 60m@cbsnews.com; Nicholas 

Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 

Inc.; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African 

Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Tony Leon MP - Leader 

of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Professor Joe Grundfest - 

Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Solly Krok; Randall Kaplan. co-

founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - 

Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - 

Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Mossad; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; 

United States Justice Department 

Subject: KOSHER FOODSTAMPS 

 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121431648873899937.html?mod=hpp_us_inside_today


Rabbi, tell me honestly, what job would there be for a rabbi if he/she convinced all 

their congregants to become vegetarian overnight? 

 
Second question. What job would there be for all the Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-

Black Hatters if they couldn’t find work in the diamond trade? 

 

Third question. Have you read Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein's, 

The Diamond Invention? 
 

Fourth question. Do you think it is important for us Jewish people with a functioning 

Yiddish Kop to follow the "money trail" that led to the "Johnny come lately" Durban, 

South African Essakow-Marc Rich brothers, Roy and Jeffrey, able to outbid in their 

own backyard, multi-billionaires like my buddies Ernest Rady and Joseph Steinberg, 

Jewish veterans in spectacular real estate acquisitions here in San Diego County, 
California, and acquire The Flower Hill Mall, the most sought after piece of real 

estate in the Del Mar-Solana Beach-Rancho Sante Fe triangle? 

 

Fifth question. Would you agree that the State of Israel is not only in a great divide 

right now, but has the military muscle to forge an everlasting peace not only with 
its neighbors starting with Iran but extending throughout the world within 24 hours, 

without going to war with Iran? 

 

Sixth question. As part of that everlasting peace plan, would Israel in placing a 

stranglehold on the Straits of Hormuz, the narrow waterway separating Iran from 
the Arabian Peninsula through which roughly 40 percent of the world's traded oil 

flows, thus execute flawlessly the Israeli Military Intelligence report which is only 

available for public viewing on just3ants.com? 

 

Seventh question. Do you think both Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the 

Mossad would get upset with me for spelling out such a military strike by Israel that 
would essentially "kill two birds with one stone"; first, the removal of any 

immediate threat by Iran to nuke Israel which of course the Iranians are not dumb 

enough to do unless of course they also have a handful of deranged citizens who 

would kill their own starting out with the murderer of the great Yitzchak Rabin; and 

second, paralyzing the U.S. economy which is so very CLEARLY the goal of that 
SHORT one sentence most ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report of all time? 

 

[Word count 369] 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Rabbi Menachem Creditor [mailto:rabbicreditor@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2008 7:05 PM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: automatic reply: email until July 9 Re: GIFT - I DONT LIE, STEAL OR 
CHEAT! 
 
Shalom, and thank you for your email. I will have limited email access 
until July 9.  If this is an emergency, please call me on my cell 



phone at 339-206-2283, where I'll be checking messages regularly. 
 
Kol Tuv, 
Rabbi Creditor 
 
--  
m 
 
Rabbi Menachem Creditor 
-- www.netivotshalom.org 
-- www.shefanetwork.org 
-- menachemcreditor.org 
______________________________________________ 
From: Gary S Gevisser  

Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2008 7:01 PM PT 

To: Ardell Luo 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'kkutzmc@urj.org'; 'jeff@foremostcaterers.com'; 

'roto@forward.com'; 'potw@poetrysuperhighway.com'; 'rabbijoshua@pjtc.net'; 

'editor@jewishpress.com'; 'palmer@uscj.org'; 'mid-atlantic@uscj.org'; 

'marlena@013.net'; 'jkaufman@rabbinicalassembly.org'; 'questions@scjfaq.org'; 

'nichol@uscj.org'; 'lfeld@rabbinicalassembly.org'; 'uri.ltzedek@gmail.com'; 

'cjls@rabbinicalassembly.org'; 'rabbi@yoursynagoguename.org'; 

'rachel@jewishpress.com'; 'support@alldownloadgames.com'; 

'shraga@chabad.info'; 'shipping_handling@shopzilla.com'; 

'info@israel21c.org'; 'info@uscj.org'; 'onlineads@jewishpress.com'; 

'donmiller@kualumni.org'; 'sampincus@netzero.com'; 'coriac@gmail.com'; 

'ldorvdor@hebrewhome.org'; 'eyolks23@yahoo.com'; 'ynagoguemgmt@urj.org'; 

'alutwak@bethelnw.org'; 'editor@sdjewishjournal.com'; 'orcsf@aol.com'; 

'jfc@urj.org'; United States Justice Department; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: GIFT - I DONT LIE, STEAL OR CHEAT! 

 

Dear Ardell, 
 
Could I gift your baby one of our “I don’t lie, steal or cheat!” 
just3ants.com t-shirts? 
 
http://www.just3ants.com/dev/tshirts.php 
 
The hyperlink below takes you to the edited 3706 word “Collusion – Risk 
Assessment” email I sent earlier to Des Levin who says he is not the South 
African Des Levin I last saw at Fred DeLuca’s Fort Lauderdale home on the 
water’s edge back in late December 1996. Would you know? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dlevin-collusion.pdf 
 

http://www.just3ants.com/dev/tshirts.php
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dlevin-collusion.pdf


There are a bunch of folks in the carbon section who I don’t know and the 
last thing I would want is for them to think that I am spamming them, so in 
the event they are not interested in what I have to say to go to 
www.just3ants.com or simply email me back letting me know. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Gary S. Gevisser 
A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There! 

 
[Word count 142] 

 

4 digits 1421 when added or multiplied equals 8. 

1421 The Year China Discovered America. 

How many coincidences does it take before it is no longer a coincidence? 

___________________________________________________________ 

http://www.just3ants.com/
http://nextraterrestrial.com/images/3-17-02/new%20temporary%20website/page19.htm


From: Ardell Luo [mailto:ALuo@soberman.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, June 24, 2008 3:02 PM 

To: Gary S Gevisser 

Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: Collusion - Risk Assessment 

 

I am currently on maternity leave since November 6, 2007. If you need assistance, please call our 

receptionist at (416)964-7633. Thank you! 

 
____________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2008 8:04 AM PT 

To: geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com 

Cc: rest; jeffklein@newman.upenn.edu; ozment@fas.harvard.edu; 

csmaier@fas.harvard.edu; RKlein@stanford.edu; Mary Gould, LtCol MPSA; US 

Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; Office of the Israeli 

Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Roger W. Robinson 

- Former senior member of the National Security Council and Chairman & Vice 

Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior 

De Beers operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan 

Bank; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for 

Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Mary Valder - 

Trilateral Commission; 'apener@conflictsecurities.com'; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The 

IT aka bad eyesight "practising" [sic] pathologist Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD aka 

The Slimeball of Slimeballs aka The Sperm Donor jbstewartmd@aol.com; Bernard 

Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of 

Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Professor Rabbi Dennis 

Prager - TV-Radio Talk Show Host; Roy Essakow "Co-owner Marc Rich-Flower Hill 

Mall" Essakow; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Conrad Wolff; 

Jeffrey "Co-owner-Marc Rich-Flower Hill Mall" Essakow; Senator Lieberman ; 

Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; United States Justice Department; Dad; Syd Cohen 

- Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: The ants are swarming outside - JOURNEY- real - pretend - What bothers 

you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

Professor “Rotwell” [sic], 

 

Adam L. Tucker never went to “university” but he did attend a community college 

where he took a couple of courses in economics that allowed him to gain the 

confidence that he could think, once he put his mind to it, but most of all as you 

can see from what he broadcasted below ending with, “What is JRK doing still 

mailto:%5bmailto:ALuo@soberman.com%5d
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dlevin-collusion.pdf


wasting time looking for a plaintiff?”, he didn’t allow his formal education to 

interfere with his learning. 

 

Yesterday, prior to me emailing you this knuckleball response you, another sicko, 

had asked that I help you “devise some kind of email priority system”, but it was 

what you failed to say about your own lack of priority in addressing anything that 

interferes with your gravy train that of course spoke loudest. 

 

Deafening silences speaks volume. 

 

Not to mention were you to ask Mr. JRK aka Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. of Finkelstein & 

Krinsk to help you out right now, he would begin by reminding you how “envious” 

he is of my lifestyle and at the same time throw in for “added effect” how much he 

would prefer I worked a little harder while continuing to say, depending upon your 

pregnant pauses, very nice things about me beginning with both my “huge 

integrity” as well as “huge competency”, without it taking away from how much fun 

he and I would have, apart from me insisting he pick up the US$88 bill for the 48 

ounce Porterhouse steak over at Rainwaters which our Pypeetoe so thoroughly 

enjoyed as well as of course Mr. JRK’s very good company. 

 

I think you have got the message that I do much better surrounded by the best of 

the best who invariably appreciate me coaching the best of the best skilled and 

experienced Shareholder Class Action Litigators [SCALs] such as Mr. JRK, “respond 

to fast balls thrown at or near head”; and you would know even you weren’t a lame 

baseball fan or player that there is little and nothing you can do when pitched a 

“knuckleball”. 

 

What Adam L. Tucker has not addressed below is a point that you have been 

avoiding like the plague; how in less than 24 hours we could begin to experience 

world peace that would be everlasting, assuming Israeli Special Forces commandos 

were in place and Ami Ayalon currently “Minister Without Portfolio”, making this 

former Admiral of the brutal Israel Navy the most powerful person in all of Israel, 

allowing the Mossad with its many factions to be intimately involved in both 

coordination as well as “command and control”, all of which would take no more 

than 10 hour to put in place and that includes having the Mossad’s Kidon unit made 

up of the world’s best trained and equipped assasins in position; a point again, I 

have been making quite repetitively over recent months ever since I was the first 

and only “civilian” to be broadcasting that most ingenious Israeli Military 

Intelligence report that explains why Al Quaida; i.e. House of Saud; i.e. De Beers 

Could%20you%20devise%20some%20kind%20of%20email%20priority%20system?


and Co. have yet to attack a single oil field in either Saudi Arabia, Kuwait or Qatar; 

all 3 countries featuring prominently in this one CLEAR, SHORT sentence Military 

Report of all time that again is only available for public viewing on just3ants.com. 

 

Not to mention such an easy to understand Israeli Military Intelligence report has 

not only been vetted publicly by both IMI and the Mossad, Israel’s foreign 

intelligence institute that has the Special Operations Division or '"Metsada" (see 

Kidon), but even if Al Quaida do not “immediately following the Beijing Olympic 

Games attack the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next 

instant will paralyze the U.S. economy” with each day that goes by either, after, 

during or before the Beijing Olympic Games, only strengthens such an ingenious 

report as more literate people around the world get their arms around the fact of 

life that Al Quaida and Co. have not even attacked a single “sitting duck” oil 

supertanker, all the while taking out the super-duper Cole battleship allowing more 

US battleships to built with worthless-fictitious De Beers-Dollars that drain precious 

resources from the rest of the world and to have more US service people placed on 

US military bases scattered throughout the world because of the very again, easy 

to understand conclusion drawn by this one-of-a-kind ingenious Military Report of 

all time, that Al Quaida and Co. know better than to bite the hand that feeds it. 

 

To mention little yet again of the reason the US has both oil dependency as well as 

so many military bases on some 130 of the 190 countries is not to be the world’s 

“policeman” but rather the world’s number one terrorist organization whose only 

business for the past century or so when not having its citizens hooked on 

consumption is “regime change” in the rest of the world. 

 

To mention in passing, every second-in-command in each of our regimes along with 

our first in command are constantly having to weigh the military might of Uncle 

Sam “on the ground” ready at a moments notice to support the second-in-

command if the first in command falters by refusing to accept the totally worthless-

fictitious and so very blood stained US-DeBeers Dollar propped up exclusively by 

the out-of-control US military-industrial-complex that General Eisenhower in his last 

speech from the White House warned not just US Americans but the entire world, 

and the rest of the world’s military might increasingly no longer dependant on the 

“good graces” of the out-of-control US military-industrial-complex; moreover, the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kidon


best militaries in the world today; namely China, Israel and Russia know better 

than to just accept US weapon systems “blindly”. 

 

I assume you have read not once but at least 10 times my highly literate Jewish 

mother’s memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena” only available for public viewing 

along with her record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN, on just3ants.com, 

and each time better understanding this craftily written “bio” that while having 

many gaps leaves little to the imagination beginning with why someone who 

dreamed of being a journalist and dropped behind enemy lines prior to the end of 

World Oil War II that resulted in the extermination of some 6 million of the best of 

the best of the Jewish people, so extraordinary few great Jewish people survived, 

and almost all of them ended up either in Israel or working for the Mossad 

undercover throughout the world, would be the “first civilian” allowed in to the 

captured territories of Sinai immediately following the most brutal June 1967 Six 

Day Arab-Israeli War when on the second day, June 8th, 1967, the State of Israel 

let the US Government know in no uncertain terms that it had not fallen for the trap 

that was set in motion when Senator John McCain’s Admiral father sent the USS 

Liberty spy ship into “harms way”. 

 

Again, cutting and pasting from Wikipedia – Mossad 

 

Kidon is involved in assassination, paramilitary operations, sabotage, and psychological 

warfare. Psychological warfare is also a concern of the Lochamah Psichologit 

Department, which conducts propaganda and deception activities as well. Additionally, 

the Mossad has a Research Department, tasked with intelligence production, and a 

Technology Department concerned with the development of tools for Mossad activities.[ 

 

Mr. ALT most likely doesn’t feel the need, all the while wasting time communicating 

with knucklehead Jeff Klein, Campus Minister, University of Pennsylvania Newman 

Center, to point out how you and the rest of the world who don’t have a “value 

system”, that you are all just about “just, me, me, me” money, so very transparent 

when communicating with me, are doing everything you can to distract me from 

pointing out the very obvious; i.e. the last thing you want during your lifetime of 

accumulating ill-gotten gains is for there to be world peace which is war to each 

and every one of you, given how each and every person who does not have a 

“value system” profits from war; and why again there are currently so very few of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kidon
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us over the age 11 who can wear a t-shirt that says, “I don’t lie, steal or cheat!” 

and be willing to be tested on it. 

 

BTW, my French-Canadian wife and I ran into the mother and father of the owner 

of a local restaurant here in Del Mar, California just as we were finishing up a 

healthy vegetarian mostly salad lunch, who informed us that Stanford University 

Law School is now testing out the “honor system” just like the University of Virginia 

Law School, allowing law school students to monitor themselves when taking tests; 

and of course the first question a logical thinker such as my F-C wife asked, “I 

wonder who they are trying to attract!!” 

 

Given how I doubt very much you have much if anything on your plate today 

anxiously anticipating my next move – glass like surf conditions and the swell right 

in front of the gallery-studio cliff house starting to pick up, the voices of surfers 

catching the waves being carried effortlessly through the open front side windows 

causing me to speed things up -  perhaps you could assist Adam L. Tucker who is 

over currently at our Stone Home nestled in a gently sloping hill deep inside the 

Cleveland National Forest, and when not helping pack up household items in 

preparation for contractors gutting the inside, is responding to knuckleheads such 

as you and Mr. Klein who is most likely not related to Professor Richard Klein who is 

now possibly permanently excavating following his encounter with me some 6+ 

years ago, click HERE, that came on the heels of a January 11th, 2002 article in the 

Los Angeles Times, entitled, “Carvings Spark Debate on Origin of Abstract Thought” 

that you can find on page 2 of www.NEXTraterresTRIAL.com. 

 

Late last night after Marie Dion Gevisser and I had retired to bed Adam emailed me 

the following: 

 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Monday, June 16, 2008 11:20 PM 

To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 

Subject: The ants are swarming outside on all the concrete and have started entering 

the cabin. Is there an exterminator that I/we can call? 

 

BTW do you think it important that we have ants on babies’ bib showing them attracted to the 

food; not to suggest that Adam has been testing out getting used to wearing his bib? 

 

My F-C wife says to put Vaseline wherever they are entering and to make a mixture of borax 

and honey, and Adam becomes the exterminator, what do you think? 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rklein-sent-6-12-03.htm
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Also, not leaving any food out and a few drops of bleach mixed with water on the kitchen 

counter; then again Adam may have money to burn. 

[Word count 1787] 
 

___________________________________________ 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Monday, June 16, 2008 9:36 PM 

To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 

Cc: JRK@class-action-law.com; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar 

Association; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; chomsky@mit.edu 

Subject: FW: JOURNEY- real - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

I don’t have any questions regarding your layout of your open and shut case 

against the US Justice Department and the 3 branches of the United States 

Government outlined in the email below. 

 

The money trail left by Engelhard prior to his death in March 2, 1971 leading to De 

Beers Anglo American should have enabled the grand jury that convened in 

December of 1971 to have created the nexus between De Beers Anglo American 

and American co-conspirators allowing the Justice Department to create a clear 

case for violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act; "Every person who shall 

monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other 

person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the 

several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a felony". The fact 

that no one was held accountable leaves a very clear trail of culpability. 

 

The May 22, 2008 move by the House directed at OPEC shows that there was 

nothing preventing similar actions of over-ruling jurisdictional limitations. 

 

What is JRK doing still wasting time looking for a plaintiff? 

 

 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 7:28 PM 

To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 

Subject: RE: JOURNEY- real - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

FYI… 

 

http://64.233.167.104/search?q=cache:7TbQ1lQGHkkJ:www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/

oppenheimer-

e.htm+ernest+oppenheimer+Reserve+Bank&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=us&client=firefox-a 
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“Apart from chairing the AAC and De Beers, Oppenheimer was deputy chair of the Rhokana 

Corporation and served on the commissions that led to the creation of the South African Reserve 

Bank. He served as a director of Barclay's Bank and the British South Africa Company.” 

 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 7:09 PM 

To: 'Adam L Tucker' 

Subject: FW: JOURNEY- real - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

 

 

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 6:40 PM 

To: 'Richard Cummings' 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 60m@cbsnews.com; 'geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com'; 

Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge 

Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; 

Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Elie Wiesel; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel 

[DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Sherri Hendricks - 

Rapaport Report; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, 

executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Simon Wiesenthal Center; 

Mossad; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: JOURNEY- real - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less 

violent ways? 

 

Will you stick for the whole journey? 

 

You have read not only what I sent to not exactly stupid and getting 

increasingly smarter Professor Geoffrey Rothwell of Stanford University, but 

Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention, specifically Chapter 18, 

entitled, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, at least 5 times, while making very 

careful notes of questions to ask me, beginning with, “Why would Mossad want 

Englehard dead?” [sic]. 

 

Note again my use of the Latin adverb “sic” denoting “so” or “thus” given 

your misspelling of this American Nazi’s last name. 

 

Epstein makes a point in the 15th paragraph of letting “us” know that 

Engelhard,  

 

mailto:[mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
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“In the late 1940s had journeyed to South Africa to make his fortune. South African 

mines had a surplus of gold, but government regulations prohibited the exporting of 

gold bullion from South Africa without permits from the central bank, which were very 

difficult to obtain.” 

 

Of course you know it was difficult for the overwhelming majority of Black 

South Africans to obtain permits from the South African Reserve Bank, but 

not for the United States of America’s Federal Reserve Bank that had their 

CIA in full “command and control” of South Africa immediately following the 

South African National Party “winning” the rigged and totally nonsense South 

African General Election on May 26th 1948, some 12 days following the 

official start of Israel’s War of Independence when the US Government were 

“blown away” by the fact that the fledging Jewish State had survived not only 

the initial Arab army onslaught which both the British and American 

Government thought would be over in a matter of hours, but the Israel 

Defense Forces, brilliantly guerrilla warfare trained, had the Arab armies, 

backed to the hilt with both American-British military intelligence and weapon 

systems, on the defensive, which didn’t go down very well with the “powers 

that be” in Washington D.C. 

 

Not to mention yet again, Field Marshall Jan Smuts whose government was 

defeated by the National Party that immediately began to “make legal” the 

heinous, the so obscene Apartheid Laws was not simply a very good friend of 

the Jewish people of Eretz Yisrael-Land of Israel, allowing a kibbutz in Israel 

to be named after him in 1932 well before Hitler was placed in power on 

January 30th, 1933 by American bankers-business people J.P. Morgan-De 

Beers-Chase Manhattan Bank-US Federal Reserve-US Treasury, but this most 

quiet, most genius, most cultured Afrikaner, a devout Christian, who was 

second-in-command to Winston Churchill during World Oil War II and most 

privy to De Beers’ most senior operatives having infiltrated the highest levels 

of British Intelligence all the while “thumbing their noses” mostly at De Beers 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, pioneered guerrilla warfare when fighting 

Cecil Rhodes, the founder of De Beers in what is called the Anglo Boer War of 

1899-1902 that was financed by J.P. Morgan and Co., the same group of 

bankers who have financed De Beers every step of the way to being the 

world’s greatest monopoly, second to no one, including the US Federal 

Reserve which they own. 

 

To mention little of most significant Nazi sympathizer and bootlegger Joe 

Kennedy being appointed as first Chairman of the United States’ Securities 

Exchange Commission in 1933 by J.P. Morgan-Chase-De Beers President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt and taking such an auspicious position the following 



year, the same year Albert Einstein wrote as his return address on an 

envelope, “Concentration Camp, Princeton University”. 

 

To mention in passing that in 1938 freshmen at Princeton University where 

Einstein was still teaching voted Hitler the “most important living person, 

Einstein second”. 

 

You would know that when Joe Kennedy’s “favored” son John F. Kennedy 

after taking the “oath of office” when meeting with Charles W. Engelhard’s 

Anglo South African partner, Harry “non-racial liberal” Oppenheimer at the 

Carlyle Hotel right after the 1960 rigged Presidential elections but before 

President elect John F. Kennedy was sworn in as the 35th President of the 

United States on January 20th, 1961, decided to visit Germany and on June 

26th, 1963 recite the words, “Ich bin ein Berliner”; such verbiage not 

sitting very well, I’ll have you know, with a “fair number” of people I have 

known well from the youngest of age. 

 

Not to mention did you recall me mentioning that immediately following the 

death of David Ben Gurion on December 1st, 1973, some 13 months to day 

after I met with this great man who implored “The Children of Israel to be a 

light unto the nations”, my Royal Mater-Mother who is most proud of her 

English heritage, never considering the British people in the least bit anti-

Semitic, the same with every single Muslim we knew growing up in South 

Africa, including those like Professor Fatima Meer who didn’t always say the 

kindest things about the State of Israel, but thank God Ms. Meer is still with 

us today, began telling when I would ask, “When are you going to introduce 

me to your important friends”, her constant reply, “All the people I know of 

importance are dead” beginning with her father who was finally assassinated 

by Engelhard-De Beers and Co. having poisoned his liver but left with enough 

time to leave his estate “in order” beginning by leaving no estate but the 

most extraordinary “money” and “photo” trail. 

 

A picture is worth a thousand words. 

 

Does this US Navy swastika shape barracks on Coronado Island, San Diego, 

coordinates 32 deg. 40' 34.45" North 117 deg. 09' 19.02' West 



 

bother you as much as you don’t surely think I am avoiding your very 

excellent question that of course I have answered previously but of course 

again in a very different way. 

 

I am a little distracted by my walkin-talkin work-of-art wife who does not 

appreciate in the least me talking about our sex lives, let alone our personal 

lives, just got a call from most brilliant artist oil painter-teacher Raye Anne 

Marks to let Marie Dion Gevisser know that she got second and third prize for 

her “chickies” and “Rooster”. Can you believe that her “Chickies” beat out 

“The Rooster”? 

 

Of course Ray Anne Marks got first, which does mean the judges weren’t “al-

to-get-her” [sic] incompetent. 

 

This is exciting. 

 

We are really going to celebrate this evening. 

 



Some 149 odd days later, on November 22nd, 1963 the most carefully 

orchestrated Mossad led hit squads assassinated President John F. Kennedy. 

 

The paragraph before, paragraph 14, reads: 

 

Finally, in December of 1971, the lawyers requested that a grand jury be convened so that 

potential witnesses could be compelled to testify and, if necessary, granted immunity in 

return for their testimony. To break through the walls of the corporate labyrinth, they 

decided to focus their investigation on the activities of two American firms closely allied 

to the Oppenheimer interests. The first was Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals, Inc., a 

diversified company incorporated in Delaware and based in New York City; the second 

was Christensen Diamond Products, a manufacturer of diamond drills serving mainly the 

oil industry, based in Salt Lake City. 

 

The paragraph before that, paragraph 13 reads: 
 

Even with the help of other informants, the task of tracing a conspiracy between De Beers 

and its putative American co-conspirators was extraordinarily difficult. To even approach 

the problem of establishing jurisdiction, the Justice Department lawyers had to weave 

their way through a bewildering maze of some 300 interlocking corporations, registered 

in Luxembourg and other convenient nations, which were either partly or fully controlled 

by the Oppenheimer interests. The lawyers also found that industrial diamond users, who 

were heavily dependent on De Beers and its subsidiaries for their supply of diamonds, 

were extremely reluctant to discuss openly their relations with De Beers. 

 

Scroll down to paragraph 21: 
 

Just as the Justice Department was about to file antitrust actions, Engelhard relinquished 

its right to be exclusive distributor of De Beers' abrasive diamonds in the United States 

and devolved the distributorship to three industrial diamond dealers in New York, all of 

whom had close ties to De Beers. Engelhard arranged for Oppenheimer to buy a 

controlling interest in his far-flung empire, since he had no male heirs to take over. To do 

this, Oppenheimer set up HD Development Corporation, which was owned by 

Oppenheimer and Anglo-American. 

 

Engelhard was dead and buried March 2nd 1971. 

 

Case against the United States of America’s Justice Department as well as 3 

Branches of the United States Government for treason is now closed. 

 

Let me know if you have any further questions. 

 

[Word count 1406] 

 

From: Richard Cummings [mailto:cummings01@earthlink.net]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 3:23 PM 

To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: Re: REAL - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

mailto:%5bmailto:cummings01@earthlink.net%5d


 

Gary: 

 

Why would Mossad want Englehard dead? Tell me more. 

 

Richard 

 

___________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 1:26 PM 

To: Richard Cummings 

Cc: rest; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Roberto Quinones - Public 

Defender - Jose Eddie Pollard; 'Richard Cummings'; 'geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com'; Joseph 

Steinberg - President of Luecadia National Corporation; Mossad; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & 

Krinsk; Roger W. Robinson - Former senior member of the National Security Council and 

Chairman & Vice Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of 

senior De Beers operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan Bank; 

Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC. 

Subject: REAL - pretend - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

Richard, 

 

I didn’t think you would mind if I shared your very excellent article that still fails to mention the 

conversation stopper two words, “Diamond currency” or Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond 

Invention, with some 5,000 individual/groups and depending on the reaction of this statistically 

valid sampling of the world’s literate and most co-opted-corrupt human population we might 

expand the broadcast well within 24 hours to some 100,000 individual/groups. 

 

By the way, I assume you are not related to Ian Cumming, Joe Steinberg’s partner at Luecadia 

National Corporation who started LUK in 1978, the year I arrived in the United States armed 

with a letter of introduction to my uncle Dave’s lawyers-liars located on Bush Street, San 

Francisco that resulted some 2 years later in me joining Codiam Inc. on 47th Street and whose 

presence is only to remind the US Justice Department that it is De Beers who butters their bread 

and the rest of the 3 Branches of the US Government? 

 

Do I need to help with the math to figure out your return on investment had you invested just 

US$1 in Luecadia National Corporation [NYSE symbol – LUK] when Joe and Ian took over and the 

net worth of LUK was some negative US$6 million? 

 

Are you yet interested to hear how a decade before Joe hired me in late 1998 to do a “review” 

of his one wholly owned subsidiary Homered Corporation, also publicly traded, I “blew up” a 

US$10 million real estate deal that had “sum” [sic] of the most sophisticated ex-South African 

business people like timber-diamond magnet Maurice Aronson rather upset since they had 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-ball.pdf


hired me simply to “sign off” on this purchase from LUK who eventually many years later 

unloaded this property near the border of Arizona and Mexico for some US$ 6million. 

 

Not to mention that Maurice Aronson was very much tied in with ACME Timber, one of the 

Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies where my uncle Dave Gevisser worked that first attracted 

American Charles W. Engelhard who the Mossad would eventually assassinate at the very young 

age of 54 by which time this “open supporter” of the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division aka The South 

African Apartheid Regime kept in power for some 45 odd years courtesy of De Beers infested 3 

Branches of the US Government, had accumulated the greatest mineral rich estate known to 

man. 

 

[Word count 394] 

__________________________ 

From: Richard Cummings [mailto:cummings01@earthlink.net]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 11:03 AM 

To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: Re: PRETEND - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

HI, Gary: I'm learning a lot from you. This should interest you. It's my article or Playboy, 

"Lockheed Stock and Two Smoking Barrels" on how Lockheed Martin engineered the war in Iraq. 

 

http://www.playboy.com/magazine/features/lockheed/ 

 

Over and out, 

 

Richard 

 

_______________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  

Sent: Monday, June 16, 2008 8:20 AM PT 

To: Geoffrey Rothwell  

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Roger W. Robinson - Former senior member of the National 

Security Council and Chairman & Vice Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security 

Review Commission-Protege of senior De Beers operative David Rockefellar - 

Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan Bank; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of 

Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm 

representing the House of Saud; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; 

'apener@conflictsecurities.com'; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The IT aka bad eyesight 

practising pathologist Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD aka The Slimeball of Slimeballs 

aka The Sperm Donor jbstewartmd@aol.com; United States Justice Department; 

mailto:%5bmailto:cummings01@earthlink.net%5d
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Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: Day 4 - RE: Could you devise some kind of email priority system? 

 

Geoffrey, 

 
The question you will soon ask yourself is, "Why apart from I thought I was smarter 

than Gary did I think it smart to bother responding?" 

 

Your choice, not to reply to my previous "in your face" email-s, instead find 

"comfort" in what I sent Adam L. Tucker which is now being broadcast just like all 
my previous communications with those whose formal education has interfered with 

their learning, is now your permanent legacy. 

 

I know my very funny French-Canadian wife-partner were she awake and in the 

least bit interested in what it is that you have to say, which I very much doubt 
since although we don’t talk, let alone think about you given all the very clear black 

and white communications as well as of course the so very telling deafeningly 

silences, might very well say,  

 

"Keep it short; ask him if this is how he goes about NOT placing an order for 
one of our 'I don’t lie, steal or cheat!' t-shirts when not co-opting-corrupting 

110% of his time economics students who were already well on their way 

even before signing up at Stanford University, to incite the masses around 

the world to violence, to first fight it out amongst themselves on battlefields 

around the world, and those that survive, were they to ever make their way 

on to a well guarded university campus here in the United States, such good-
for-nothing academic institution, all about teaching good-for-nothing money, 

me kids how best to not only steal legally but trickle down the cost of getting 

rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid just misinformed, they 

would be mowed down in an instant.” 

 
Marie Dion Gevisser and I have the same agenda, but quite obviously I have more 

than just a little more time on my hands to "indulge" a very funny person such as 

you; funny in a peculiar sense given how your priority ever since reading carefully 

the 1406 word "journey" email I sent Richard Cummings this past Friday, June 

13th, has been to end public awareness that has only just began about this very 
important day being the start of the Hostage Crisis ending, the imposing by the De 

Beers controlled 3 Branches of the US Government of its tyrants around the world 

and when not murdering their peoples enslaving them with the so environmentally 

conscious looking "green back" US-De Beers Dollar. 

 

It is highly likely that you have a significantly lower Intelligence Quotient [IQ] as 
well as Emotional Intelligence [EI] than Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. who at least knows 

better now to be quiet. 

 

Proverbs - It is better to be quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to 

speak out and remove all doubt. 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-journey.htm.pdf


MDG has just let me know that she will soon be wanting her cappuccino and a light 

breakfast after the most breathtaking sleep that began immediately after I hit the 

send button sending out this email below to Adam who of course will feel better 
about himself when he awakens given how you have now done the most wonderful 

of taking the spotlight off him. 

 

BTW, you were the first person in the world letting me know you understood every 

word and why no need to comment. 
 

As instructed by my most "georguous" [sic] F-C wife, I opened not only the two 

front side windows of our gallery-studio cliff home but all the very many side 

windows and in an instant the cool, so inspirational ocean swept fresh salt air came 

gushing in and as tired as both Marie Dion Gevisser and I were from a full day of 

mental and physical exertion, no different to the day before, and the day before 
that, ad-infinitum, we stayed awake without thinking about how intellectual midgets 

corrupted by money would inevitably respond but talking about those not yet co-

opted-corrupted who would be invigorated by morons such as you who increasingly 

don’t know what to do apart from expose both your Achilles heals and worst fears. 

 
Also think of the name for a website that would be much more "in your face" in 

describing this "money, me" cultured world that is not only brutal and so 

hypocritical but whose proponents are just like you, not in the least bit bright, and 

again I would know beginning with how you so very carefully duck not only asking 

for a free promotional, "I don’t lie, steal or cheat" t-shirt but while so very talkative 
fail to ask a single question about the "water tight" treason case I have made 

against the entire 3 Branch of the US Government including the US Supreme Court; 

bearing in mind that well within 8 years China currently housing a population in 

China alone of going on 1.5 billion will be the largest English speaking population on 

the planet and they don’t quite suffer from the US' "living to eat" culture that stems 

from an "easy come easy go" money, me, culture which is backed up entirely by 
having had the biggest barrel gun for a century now, but no longer as that 

ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report spells out so very clearly. 

 

Right now my wife's going on 16 year old Trust-Hush-Fund playing pro-surfer kid 

who started his first ever part-time summer job yesterday, is getting ready, despite 
perfect surf conditions directly in front of Smugglers' Cove, to be picked up in an 

automobile and driven to Black Beach located in La Jolla, the next town south of Del 

Mar, that houses a great many South Africans, most Jewish, who like you and 

Jonathan are much better informed than most, including the overwhelming majority 

of your very poorly schooled economics students, beginning with the fact that the 
United States of America's oil dependency is all contrived allowing the De Beers 

controlled 3 Branches of Government to maintain throughout the world the most 

brutal military presence on military bases in of course much more than 130 of the 

190 countries throughout the world. 

 
My purpose in spelling this all out is for the sake of the Jonathan's of the world who 

have been led by their Trust-Hush-Fund parents and grandparents to believe that 

despicable humans such as yourself will continue ad-infinitum to do their bidding. 



 

Your ability to pull together letters, make them into words and then to conjugate 

sentences, all taking up both space and time isn't for a moment lost on me or other 
people a whole lot smarter and of course significantly less co-opted-corrupted than 

you. 

 

Not only do I now have a very clear chronology spelling out your obfuscation; i.e. 

your very poor performance but I didn’t begin this journey to first and foremost 
expose academics such as yourself, the new corrupt church, only when I arrived in 

the United States to take up permanent residency on March 17th, 1978, the year 

Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein began to write his not exactly "all 

tell" non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention that details the devious nature of De 

Beers and Co. who I will be able to prove in any court of law throughout the world, 

"butter your bread". 
 

Congratulations, you have now made it to the "$ hit list" [sic]! 

 

Please also note the BLOG I have created for you throughout the internet. 

 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bog.pdf 

 

Have a nice day! 

 

[Word count 1224] 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Geoffrey Rothwell [mailto:geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Sunday, June 15, 2008 11:10 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser; Adam L Tucker 
Cc: geoffrey rothwell 
Subject: Could you devise some kind of email priority system? 
 
Gary, 
How can I keep up with all this? (I've got a day 
job, which, thank g-d is over until September, 
and a couple contracts which I need to complete 
by the end of the month before I leave for Paris 
on July 12th, and a half dozen papers in various 
states of publication.) 
 
Could you devise some kind of priority system to  
signal us?  
Like a letter+number code suggesting 
Letter = mission relevance 
Number = urgency 
 
So an A1 somewhere in the subject line would imply 
new urgent information; 
an A2 might indicate new less urgent but mission 
critical information; 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bog.pdf
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a B1 would imply urgent information but not  
critical to the main mission; 
etc. 
 
This way I could sort your emails by urgency 
and mission criticality and read them by priority. 
Thanks, 
Geoff 
 
--- "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 
 
> If you didn't get that 1406 "journey" email to 
> Richard Cummings then you 
> would have found it in the following up 964 word 
> "penthouse"? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-thinkbib.pdf 
 
=== message truncated === 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-thinkbib.pdf 
 
 
"Not everything that can be counted counts, 
and not everything that counts can be counted." 
from the office of Albert Einstein 

 

 
___________________________________________ 
From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Saturday, June 14, 2008 12:52 PM 
To: 'Geoffrey Rothwell' 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Roger W. Robinson - Former senior member of the National 
Security Council and Chairman & Vice Chairman U.S.-China Economic and 
Security Review Commission-Protege of senior De Beers operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan Bank; Molly H. Hubbard 
- Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - 
JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; 'apener@conflictsecurities.com'; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The IT aka 
bad eyesight practising pathologist Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD aka The 
Slimeball of Slimeballs aka The Sperm Donor jbstewartmd@aol.com; United 
States Justice Department; Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: RE: Mais, comment vous savez que je parle francais? 
 
How would I know you speak French or have a "backache" [sic] in philosophy? 
 
On subject; do you have any questions about why the case for treason against 
the United States of America’s Justice Department as well as 3 Branches of 
the United States Government is now closed; i.e. not subject to debate 

mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net
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amongst those philosophers who don’t simply call themselves philosophers but 
who can actually logically thought process? 
 
Let me know if you have any further questions or are you very undecided about 
things? 
 
Ps - Would like an advance copy of my forthcoming communiqué to Roger W. 
Robinson and Sec. James A. Baker III's underling Mr. Pener? 
 
[Word count 109] 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Geoffrey Rothwell [mailto:geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Saturday, June 14, 2008 12:08 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Mais, comment vous savez que je parle francais? 
 
Mais, comment vous savez que je parle francais? ou 
meme que j'ai un BAC a philo? 
 
--- "Gary S. Gevisser" <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> wrote: 
Subject: Can you believe that you are the only professor with a positive 
response!! - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 
 
You impress mostly, my not easily impressed, math wizard-logical thinker and 
so literate in both the French and English, French-Canadian wife. 
 
Can you believe that you are the only professor with a positive response!! 
 
--------- 
 
 
"Not everything that can be counted counts, 
and not everything that counts can be counted." 
from the office of Albert Einstein 
___________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Saturday, June 14, 2008 10:51 AM 

To: 'geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com'; 'Richard Cummings' 

Cc: Mossad; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington 

DC.; 'apener@conflictsecurities.com'; United States Justice Department 

Subject: I assume you got at least one copy of the....  

 

“Pretend” email followed by, “Gang-Bangers” followed by, “Real” followed by, “Can 

you believe..." followed by, "journey" that I broadcasted yesterday? 

 



Below is an email I sent, now very quiet, Devin Standard, son of Kenneth Standard 

Esq. the immediate past President of the New York State Bar Association that 

should help you once and for all, fully understand not only why there is a reason for 

everything; e.g. when your pet poops on your comforter God/G-d is informing you 

of more than the fact that you are “sh*t head” for “kicking a gift horse in the 

mouth”, worse yet “lying through your teeth” when coming up with poor excuses 

for your bad judgment the result of spending a lifetime too busy keeping track of 

your lies, but why the Mossad wouldn’t bother with those so very fake looking 

“heart-wrenching” emails from folks who look only to the most average who rise to 

the top of the Bell Shaped curve bs educational system like they originate from 

those born and bred in pretty literate Nigeria; not to mention, Devin thought it 

important to take the time out of his very busy schedule to then bother me with his 

dribble when letting me know that in his “infinite wisdom” such letters have all the 

earmarking of yet another “scam” from his Black African brothers which makes 

Devin and his father feel rather good about their intellect given how they think their 

non-slave Black brothers and sisters have yet to figure out a way to steal legally 

which, I am quite certain you would agree, is exactly what some 99.9999% of the 

entire world’s literate population thought; to mention little of the follow up email to 

one of Roger W. Robinson’s underlings, Mr. Adam M. Pener that I am currently 

getting vetted by broad range of folk, from total imbeciles who I rely on 100% to 

pay attention to their pets including combing through their feces but not to the 

point of placing feces younger than 3 days old on the tips of their noses to those 

not exactly stupid working at the highest levels of both Israeli Military Intelligence 

and the Mossad before broadcasting; to mention in passing why you think a close 

neighbor of The IT would pay The IT’s nearly 16 year old son, the sum of US$45 for 

less than two hours coaching their 10 year old how to pass a junior life guard test; 

bearing in mind Jonathan doesn’t know, despite hearing ever since he was very 

young that he doesn’t know enough to be “dangerous in water” surfing pretty much 

every day since that age if not younger, the first thing about swimming, let alone 

how to teach, worse yet to coach a 10 year old with moron parents, how to survive 

in treacherous ocean currents as Jonathan’s mother and I experienced a couple of 

years back in Costa Rica when I, both a fit and strong swimmer, once of course I 

put my mind to it, came within moments of drowning, that The IT’s so poorly raised 

“money, me” son wouldn’t have survived more than 30 seconds, at the tops, given 

how rapidly such an inescapable current began and went on for nearly 45 minutes, 

and only later did we find out that just a couple of months prior, two adult and very 

strong United States male swimmers had died, side by side, in those exact waters 

no more than 50 meters to the shore with the surf breaking that was no more than 

3 foot, 4 at the very top. 

 

In other words, yet another example of why none of us should equate money with 

intelligence or doing the “right thing”. 



 

 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 10:31 PM PT 

To: Devin Standard 

Cc: rest; SupremeInternetCourt@yahoogroups.com 

Subject: RE: FW: investigation team...DAAC...---... 

 

While I wait on a handful for feedback on what I began sending Danielle last 

night before following up with her, encouraging her to discuss what I have 

written with her equally very sensitive and from what I can tell, extraordinarily 

level-headed boyfriend who joined us at Cirque du Soleil last Thursday evening 

when you had to get back to LAX, I would like for you to now take a very deep 

breath before answering each of the following questions: 

 

1. How many times have you read the fascinating Internet only book THE 
DIAMOND INVENTION?  

2. Have you told your parents about it and if so how many times have they 
read it?  

3. How many times have they wondered why such a fascinating book that 
explains why a lack of understanding about all the major religions 
including Buddhism is not anywhere close to the root cause of evil as 

DAAC made wars where “money is no object”, cannot be found on any 
bookshelf, the same with Mark Gevisser’s much delayed autobiography 

of Thabo Mbeki, South Africa’s current stooge prime minister?  
4. How many times have you personally come across people falling for 

scams such as this one below?  
5. Have either of your parents ever once come across anyone other than a 

DAAC operative falling for one of these DAAC scams?  
6. How many times have you walked on 47th Street in New York City and 

counted the number of scams taking place both at street level as well as 

in the not all that secure but very wired DAAC fronting corporations like 
Codiam Inc. who along with their lower flung operatives such as my pal 
Martin Rapaport remain increasingly deafeningly silent?  

7. How do so many of us nestled below the DAAC at the top of the pyramid 
and above the poverty line sleep so well at night with our consciences full 

from having read this fascinating book of fascinating books just once?  
8. Have you seen the documentary by Werner Herzog titled, Land of 

Silence and Darkness and if so wouldn’t you agree such sensitive 
Germans showing the inhumanity of mankind should be celebrated 
along with their subjects, us so fortunate to have those amongst us truly 

deaf and blind?  
 

Ps – I nearly lost Pypeetoe tonight on our 3rd walk-run of the day along the 90 

minute loop walk of Nobel Canyon, having to fire out of sheer desperation the 

gun Judge Hendrix placed in the safety of Marie as this mindful human being 

reflected on the desperate moves of her X so extraordinarily oblivious to this 
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super caring, intelligent woman, so exquisitely put “to-get-her” [sic] who found 

not only the calm voice but the quick choice words, “I never lost money in the stock 

market” in response to this Superior Court judge’s hard to believe question:  

 

“How could you afford given the pittance you walked away with when choosing 

smartly to leave such an old, ugly beast in his 3 level big house just months before he 

would have been required to support you the rest of your life, other than your X, 

hopefully making one exception in his downward spiral, committing perjury time and 

again, correct in just one point in his bogus affidavits, signed under penalty of perjury, 

that your boytoy who writes all these abnormal emails which none of us are smart 

enough to understand, this midget most probably smarter than any of us in this 

courtroom if not the entire world, bought you off” [sic]? 

 

Ps II – Please confirm that you have secured that one document I sent you that 

had you responding when reading about just one of The Sperm Donor’s recent 

atrocious acts, not yet broadcasted, “Slimeball of slimeballs”. 

 

[Word count 619]  

 

[Word count 1271] 

 
From: Devin Standard 

Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 8:30 PM 

To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: Re: FW: INVESTIGATION TEAM 

 

No, this is spam. sounds like Nigerian scammers. 

D 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 12:21 PM 
To: Devin Standard 
Subject: FW: INVESTIGATION TEAM 
 
Your dad wouldn’t be behind this? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: kenneth Thompson [mailto:goldsmith33@netscape.net]  
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006 11:16 AM 
To: gsg 
Subject: INVESTIGATION TEAM 
 
Your Kind Attention, 
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My name is Kenneth Thompson; I work with Goldsmith Consulting Firm in 
Spain. 
 
We are conducting a standard process investigation involving a client 
who 
shares the same name with you and also the circumstances surrounding 
investments made by this client at Radobank of Russia. 
 
The Radobank of Russia client died interstate and nominated no next of 
kin to 
inherit the title over the investments made with Radobank. The essence 
of this 
communication with you is to request that you provide us information on 
three issues: 
 
1-Are you aware of any relative/relation having the same surname, whose 
last 
known contact address was Spain? 
 
2-Are you aware of any investment of considerable value made by such a 
person 
at the Radobank of Russia.? 
 
3-Can you establish beyond reasonable doubt your eligibility to assume 
status 
of next of kin to the deceased? 
 
It is pertinent that you inform us ASAP whether or not you are familiar 
with 
this personality that we may put an end to this communication with you 
and our 
inquiries surrounding this personality. 
 
You must appreciate that we are constrained from providing you with 
more 
detailed information at this point. 
 
Please respond to this mail as soon as possible to afford us the 
opportunity to close 
this investigation.  . 
 
Thank you for accommodating our enquiry. 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Mr Kenneth Thompson. 
Goldsmith Consulting 
For: Radobank of Russia 
 

 



 

_________________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 4:37 PM 

To: 'geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com 

Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - 

son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for 

the Israeli Air Force; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Elie Wiesel; Simon 

Wiesenthal Center; Mossad; United States Justice Department; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: Can you believe that you are the only professor with a positive 

response!! - What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

You impress mostly, my not easily impressed, math wizard-logical thinker and 
so literate in both the French and English, French-Canadian wife. 
 
Can you believe that you are the only professor with a positive response!! 
 
Can I send you my forthcoming communiqué to one of Roger W. Robinson's 
minions, different to a Jewish minyan, that is different to the 10 handfuls 
of tightly packed US$100 bills that were needed to get an audience with De 
Beers' Rebe Schneerson and Co. who then handed you back a US$1 bill; 

  
let me repeat, a totally worthless-fictitious so very blood stained with 
Jewish blood bayoneted and shot out of some 6 million brutally and 
systematically murdered during De Beers’ Jewish Holocaust alone, along with a 
one of kind collector photo of this most extraordinary scene that has every 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-bother.pdf


Jewish person, religious and irreligious, rich, poor and in-between wanting 
to now vomit, and to have you review its content, spelling, grammar, general 
audiences following the guidelines of De Beers Hollywood's rating system, 
prior to the start of the Jewish Sabbath this evening. 
 
Let me repeat the view most non-religious Jewish people throughout the world 
have of these Hasidic-ultraorthodox Jewish-Black Hatters. 
 
“Aren’t they the ones in Israel who don’t work, who go around asking for 
charity?” 
 
Go ahead and ask non-religious Jewish people how very quickly they feel so 
very guilty when these sick Black Hatters accost them; and of course to the 
De Beers Black Hatter it makes no difference if you are rich or poor just so 
long as you don’t do on a consistent basis, the daily ritual of “Laying 
tefilin” that involves strapping leather straps to walkie-talky type devices 
on the forehead communicating with the “Man From Outer Space”  
 
http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml 
 
and leather straps wrapped around the left arm that has you thinking of why 
it may be that more Jewish women than you think are into horse riding where 
in addition to great discounts they perfect their whipping skills? 

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml


  
Quite a story behind the “story of that Top Spiritual Black Hatter meeting 
with me the guy with not the biggest Jewish nose in the world and receding 
hairline that seemed to stop receding once I began using this one brand of 
coconut cooking oil to massage my wife’s so smooth milk colored skin. 
 
Now you are thinking not only about how virulent anti-Semites such as 
American Charles Engelhard and Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer would 



manage SO EASILY to have these Black Hatters who don’t miss a day of their 
cow, god forbid they were to promote being vegetarian and help save the 
planet given all the water consumed and rain forests depleted to keep the 
future hamburgers in mostly disgustingly mud and feces filled enclosures, 
promoting not only De Beers’ exclusive and unlimited supply of untraceable, 
lightweight and never inventoried diamond currency always price fixed at more 
than a barrel of oil but De Beers’ paper currency of choice in the most 
public way knowing that only very rich non-religious Jewish people get such 
an opportunity to meet with Rebe Schneerson who even though he is dead is 
still considered by his followers to be the Messiah. 
 
Now you are thinking that because the Messiah is supposed to bring “peace to 
the world” it would therefore stand to reason that the Black Hatters who live 
in Israel refuse to do military service in Israel because they don’t 
recognize the State of Israel. 
 
Now you are thinking that it is also strange that the Black Hatters who can 
change their garb perhaps not as quickly as Superman but quick enough when 
taking their time to attend board meetings on 47th Street having first got 
their “marching orders” on 47th Street. 
 
Now you are wondering about how very insistent are these Black Hatters that 
not only do non-religious Jewish people feel guilty about all the “mitzvoth-
good deeds” done by the Black Hatters who meet regularly and in public forums 
shaking the hands of the enemies of Israel such as the current President of 
Iran, one of many of the De Beers-US Government stooges, but that the State 
of Israel should contribute greatly to their social system by paying not only 
for them all to study, travel back and forth between Israel and all the 
world’s capital, having you now, this instant the most sinking feeling in 
your stomach and you wondering when President George W. Bush will “bite the 
bullet” and immediately suspend the trading of shares in public corporations 
thereby protecting the innocent and naïve from throwing good money after bad. 
 
You wouldn’t be surprised to hear that it was not only the CIA but renowned 
Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal who interfered with at least two Mossad 
operations in Argentina that the Mossad have openly discussed; fist, the 
Mossad’s capture of Eichmann and second, the escape of Auschwitz butcher Dr. 
Mengele. 
 
Cutting and pasting - Wikipedia 
 

In June 2006, old CIA documents regarding Nazis and stay-behind networks dedicated 

to anti-communism were released. Among the 27,000 documents released, a March 

1958 memo from the German BND agency to the CIA stated that Eichmann was 

reported to have lived in Argentina since 1952, using the alias "Clemens". The CIA took 

no action on this information, however, because Eichmann's arrest threatened to be an 

embarrassment to the Americans and Germans by turning public attention to the former 
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Nazis they had recruited after World War II. For example, the West German government 

at the time, headed by Konrad Adenauer, was worried about what Eichmann might say, 

especially about the past of Hans Globke, Adenauer's national security adviser, who had 

worked with Eichmann in the Jewish Affairs department and helped draft the 1935 

Nuremberg Laws.[7][8][9] At the request of Bonn, the CIA persuaded Life magazine to 

delete any reference to Globke from Eichmann's memoirs, which it had bought from his 

family.[10] By the time the CIA and the BND had this information, Israel had temporarily 

given up looking for Eichmann in Argentina because they could not figure out his alias.[10] 

Neither the CIA, nor the U.S. government as a whole, at that time had a policy of 

pursuing Nazi war criminals.[8] In addition to protecting Eichmann and Globke, the CIA 

also protected Reinhard Gehlen,[11] who recruited hundreds of former Nazi spies for the 

CIA. The low key attitude toward Nazi war criminals, and more concentration on the 

Soviet Union even possibly allowed Eichmann to be a member of a private American 

golf club and travel freely without being discovered. 
 

Capture 

Throughout the 1950s, many Jews and other victims of the Holocaust dedicated 

themselves to finding Eichmann and other notorious Nazis. Among them was the Jewish 

Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal. In 1954, Wiesenthal received a postcard from an 

associate living in Buenos Aires, saying Eichmann was in Argentina. 

 

"Ich sah jenes schmutzige Schwein Eichmann (I saw that dirty pig Eichmann)," the 

message read in part. "Er wohnt beinahe in Buenos Aires und arbeitet für ein 

Wassergeschäft (He lives near Buenos Aires and works for a water company)." 

 

With this and other information collected by Wiesenthal, the Israelis had solid leads 

regarding Eichmann's whereabouts. Isser Harel, the then-head of the Israeli intelligence 

agency Mossad, however, later claimed in an unpublished manuscript that Wiesenthal 

"'had no role whatsoever' in Eichmann's apprehension but in fact had endangered the 

entire Eichmann operation and aborted the planned capture of Auschwitz doctor Josef 

Mengele."[12] 
 
Ps I – Would you like to know why it was that I had so many questions for 
Yehudah Matov, my Royal Mater-Mother’s one most trusted Argentinean-Israeli 
“guide” who chaperoned my mother and me as well as the rest of my 3 elder 
siblings from the first time we went to Israel in July 1966? 
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The left photo below was taken in January 1968 showing me in the red and 
white kibbutz hat looking out over a minefield in the Golan Heights, northern 
Israel, and the back of, in very good shape, Jehudah Matov wearing a beige 
sweater, dark grey pants, who most likely was with my mother Zena who you see 
holding the darker beige handbag that never left her side, when she became 
the first “civilian” in to the captured territories of the Sinai immediately 
following the June 1967 six day war. 

 
All the handwriting on both Polaroid photos above is that of Zena Rosland 
Badash-Ash Gevisser. 
 
Below is the first and only photo taken of me holding an Uzi submachine gun 
when age 9, again July 1966, and pointing it at my middle brother Melvin 
whose 53rd birthday is today. Happy birthday Mel. 



 
Interesting that in both photos showing me holding a gun, common to both are 
the edge of two boots? 
 
It is possible that you haven’t previously seen a most often used photo of my 
most brilliant, highly shrewd mother below 

 
that was also used on the cover of her booklet, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A 
WOMAN 



 
that was made into a record which you can find on www.just3ants.com in the 
process of a significant update from the “bottom up” – see “Family History” 
and click on Zena; although the formatting may have changed; you would need 
to email Adam L. Tucker if you are having difficulty navigating. 
 
You will of course notice the rather large diamond broach my very attentive 
and most attention to detail mother wore for this photo shoot; bearing in 
mind that broach has mostly, throughout my mother’s entire adult life, at 
least since arriving in South Africa in 1947, her father of Hasholom, Alef-
Albert-Al Badash-Ash hot on the trail of American Charles W. Engelhard, worn 
pinned to her not exactly tiny brassiere. 

http://www.just3ants.com/


  
But, you nor a single customs official anywhere in the world were you to do a 
strip search of mother would know the value of either the fake or real 
diamonds, not that I could ever tell, or for that matter even cared to know, 
and even if you did have x-ray vision you would know not to “cry foul” unless 
paid handsomely by De Beers and Co. to SHOUT LOUD and with the balance 
remaining of your unlimited supply of untraceable diamond currency help 
promote more jewelry heist, armored truck robberies, Hollywood movies 
mentioning and showing time and again millions of these so “pretty and 
sparkling” stones, blah blah, since there are no regulations about jewelry, 
precious, worthless or otherwise entering or exiting any and all border 
crossings including those throughout the United State, even on those so very 
odd occasions people such as my Royal Mother get strip-searched which has 
only occurred once in her entire life when once leaving South Africa which of 
course didn’t really bother my good figured mother as much as she protested 
while sending me another clear message, “Watch out” just like she did the 
last time we spoke in late summer 2004 when after I filled in certain very 
carefully left out gaps in Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention, my 
mother strongly advised, “Are you not concerned for your life!!” 
 
I know you thought I was going to come up with “sumthing” [sic] a whole lot 
more interesting to say, but now as you think and research more you instantly 
recognize the terrific competitive advantage you still have over each and 
every Trust-Hush-Fund kid and their easily distracted parents all of them 
increasingly “pretending” that their fictitious lifestyles are “picture 
perfect”, STILL able to laugh and joke, talk about totally inconsequential 
subjects that are so very important to maintaining this “pretence” that is 
getting increasingly veneer-thin as just3ants.com “gets there”? 



 
[Word count 1919] 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com [mailto:geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2008 9:36 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 
 
Sorry I haven't called. This is the last week of the school year and the kids 
are graduating on Sunday. Until then, I have the daughter of a French friend 
staying with me. So I have been preoccupied and will call back when things 
settle down. 
  
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 
 
_________________________________  

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2008 7:23 PM PT 

To: geoffreyrothwell@yahoo.com 

Cc: rest; Richard Cummings'; Joseph Steinberg - President of Luecadia National 

Corporation; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; 'apener@conflictsecurities.com'; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom 

buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and 

Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - 

Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mossad; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven 

Spielberg's lawyer; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; United States 

Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: What bothers you - demands in less violent ways? 

 

Geoffrey, 

 

Interesting Drudge Report’s misspelling of its current headline news item, “Senator 

vows close antiturst scrutiny...”, [sic] hence my use of the Latin Adverb “sic” 

meaning “thus” or “so” when used to denote an error in spelling within the English 

Quote signs.  

 

Were you just "shit-chatting" [sic] when you sent the following to Adam L Tucker? 

  

"Hey, what the hell is life about? I believe that it is about creating life, which for us is 

creating history. Most people can influence history only by creating children. You have 

the opportunity to create history, to become immortal through your impact on the world. 

We will all die physically anyway. 
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To be afraid of making history is death forever."  

 

What are you afraid of? 

 

Did you find this colonoscopy joke sent by Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. to my very funny 

French-Canadian wife that I just moments ago began forwarding to some 5,000 

individuals/groups as part of an email I sent Richard Cummings, as funny as MDG 

who has just left the cliff house on a sunset walk atop the constantly eroding bluffs 

of beautiful climate, ugly real estate and diamond-money laundering people Del 

Mar? 

 

http://www.miamiherald.com/dave_barry/story/427603.html 

 

Geoffrey, help yourself by helping me to get you to respond positively; bearing in 

mind you and I are of pretty much the same height, although I might possibly be 2 

and half inches taller, which of course provides you with many competitive 

advantages beginning with, “the bigger you are the harder you fall”; second, we 

both have less skin covering our bones and therefore great savings when it comes 

skin grafts were we to be skinned alive. Let me know if I have left anything out. 

 

And just in case you are the only person in the world willing to give me a blood 

transfusion can you please right now without reading a word more, give me your 

blood type. 

 

Is the sudden silence, due to you mostly thinking about how with the natural price 

mechanism now totally non-operable for more than a century now, but more 

importantly the fact that such an extraordinarily large numbers of people rich and 

poor all over the world know not only this fact but the seasons why it is non-

operable and yet the world’s capital financial markets continue to “operate”? 

 

Or are you like most tuned into my missives and hearing about those trees with 

American GIs carved in initials from World Oil War II being felled, thinking about 

how very staged was D-Day June 5th-6th 1944 with De Beers who were funding both 

the Allies and Nazi Germany having infiltrated the highest levels of British 

Intelligence that were not “lost” on David Ben Gurion and the Mossad given how 

Field Marshall Jan Smuts, no friend of De Beers and great friend of the Jewish 

people made certain such intelligence was shared with Ben Gurion and Co. 

headquartered in Jerusalem? 

 

How do I get to be on the first page, right below Diamond Invention when you 

Google search the words, “Diamond Invention”, and then to provide my insight and 

http://www.miamiherald.com/dave_barry/story/427603.html
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-emc.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/grothwell-emc.pdf


analysis of Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond 

Invention? 

 

If you don’t know, is it possible you know the Chairman of the Board of Google who 

might know? 

 

Could it be that you only see my name after scrolling on to the 3rd page when you 

come across an email I sent Joe Steinberg, the multi-billionaire President of 

Luecadia National Corporation on May 15th, 2006, because I only get to mentioning 

The Diamond Invention at the end of the 4th paragraph after first discussing 

everything under the sun beginning telling Joe who not only runs a not exactly 
small multi-national conglomerate considered the “mini” Berkshire Hathaway run by 

the big crook Warren Buffet who I believe still has a US$6 billion joint venture going 

with Luecadia National, but has children of his own:  
 

Just as I left our stone home deep in the Cleveland National Forest on 
the first 90 minute loop walk of Nobel Canyon which actually took me 
several hours before I finally made it back despite completing the loop 
in just over 30 minutes, I ran into the new proud owner of the cabin 
right across the creek. 

 

Then I felt it necessary as I do now to remind Joe of how he tried to help me out in 

a little cash crisis I was having at the time: 

 

You may recall the little “cash crisis” I had in the fall of 2002 which 
had you suggesting a mortgage broker but in the end my wife came 
through with all the cash to mention little, however, of how her X 
husband in a sworn declaration that was submitted on October 24th 2002 
to the courts in a criminal proceeding, stated, while fighting a losing 
battle to keep track of all his lies from day one, that I had bought 
her the house in an attempt to get this rather mindful individual to 
lie and give evidence in my defense. 

 

Then I felt the need to tell Joe of my premonition that the two principals of the 

2,000 pound SCAL [Shareholder Class Action Litigation] law firm of Milberg Weiss 

Bershad Hynes & Lerach would this year end in prison: 

 

And of course you must have heard how MDG’s X husband’s girlfriend who 
to the best of my knowledge still works for the criminal and evil law 
firm of Milberg Weiss-Lerach recently provided us in “black and white” 
with both the “money motive” as well as well as her extraordinarily 
“blackened hands” in concocting a baseless and insidious criminal 
complaint against me all geared toward murdering my very good name and 
in the process killing Marie Dion Gevisser were she to have lost 
custody of her “tTOo” [sic] children. 
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Before finally getting to the Diamond Invention: 

 

This in very good shape, mentally and physically, individual, probably 
in his early sixties having retired in “middle management” from the 
telephone company after working his way up “in every position” told me 
soon after I mentioned that I was working on “restoring balance to the 
system” by forcing people like you to do the right thing and the smart 
thing which is also the right thing and not wait for the masses to come 
begging asking for their fair share of the spoils of us having until 
such time as our service people don’t accept worthless United States 
Dollars the strongest military for some 100+ years and to begin by 
informing your shareholders of the extent to which you have benefited 
from THE DIAMOND INVENTION, the fraud of frauds, told me how he got his 
“comeuppance” when attending recently a university course. 

 

Bear in mind what you read in the first 4 paragraphs was only about 1/8th of the 

total email which you can read in its entirety by clicking the hyperlink below: 

 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jsteinberg-DAAC.htm 

 

Did you notice that Joe is not on the “$ hit list” [sic] even though he considers me a 

“Revolutionary” or at least that was what he thought when we last had breakfast 

together over at Miracles in Cardiff, one beach town north of Solana Beach where 

Joe lives most of the year on the edge of the cliff, and my guess is that if we could 

get one of these fishing vessels to go out far enough and place a mirror on the front 

windshield, he and I could communicate much like the way we used to 

communicate from our first house at Grandleigh Place, Durban North which we 

called Highwinds for good reason, and my uncle Joe Ash, the adopted son of my 

highly secretive multi-millionaire maternal grandfather Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash; 

Joe was not only a lifelong Durban City council member but the Commodore of the 

Durban Yacht Club and lived high on the bluffs overlooking the deep water port of 

Durban, South Africa. 

 

You wouldn’t need to be much of a mathematician to figure out that the one million 

English Pounds Sterling that my granddad Al Ash who paid for the construction of 

my parent’s first home, meant in 1947 in the hands of someone like Al Ash, more 

at that time than the combined wealth of Joe, Warren and Bill Gates as well as the 

rest of the Forbes 2000 richest people in the world; bearing in mind that Al Ash who 

changed his name to Al Ash in September 1941 just before his 42nd birthday 

understood perfectly well the words, “in war money is no object” and when 

purchasing 50 British made Spitfires for 6 English Pounds Sterling a piece, those 

scrap metal dealers who actually rigged that greatest purchase in the history of 

armaments purchases knew better than to mess with my granddad Al who you can 

see from this photo with my mother, his only child, was no “push over”. 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dgaffen-gold.htm
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Right now I am a little distracted thinking about how just moments before leaving 

on her walk, my most beautiful, “secret weapon knitter”, so very sexy French-

Canadian wife was sitting next to me in one of the most comfortable Italian black 

leather reclining chairs talking to me about the art oil painting class she gave this 

morning but since I have Adam L. Tucker helping me greatly with the editing I think 

it should all eventually flow. 

 

BTW would you be interested in purchasing a handful of our t-shirts that has on the 

back, 

 
 

and on the front 

 

 



 

A young surfer, probably age 18 has just walked past our cliff house with a 

surfboard tucked under his right arm and looking a little dejected, the surf right 

now not quite as great as it was early this morning, and had I called out to him, 

“cheer up, this is a whole lot better than in a fox hole in Afghanistan protecting the 

opium being trucked to the U.S.”, I bet not only would he smile but if I had a stash 

of  

 
T-shirts, not only might he buy one but there is always the possibility he could 

become a distributor going door to door and of course stopping off at Joe’s cliff 

house while handing out the same type bumper stickers. 

 

The fact that the price mechanism does not operate and you know it is not what 

bothers you at this time since you perfectly understand it is the brute military force 

of the United States Military with bases on some 130 of the world’s 190 countries 

providing the “on the ground” muscle and when need be fighter-bomber-jets from 

aircraft carriers even when not bombing innocent civilians get the message loud 

and clear to our tyrants of the day, “Don’t mess with Uncle Sam”. 

 

It is the fact that US Commanding Officers who know this haven’t done something 

about it, like rigging that one bomber that flew across the United States armed with 

nuclear weapons didn’t have it explode over Washington DC, making 911 look like a 

day in the water park, which of course is the main reason Secretary of 

Defense/Offense Robert Gates just fired the two top US Air Force Commanders. 

 

Yes, mutiny of US Commanding Officers is of course just around the corner bearing 

in mind that while the Government of the United States of American has been no 

friend to fledgling democracies anywhere in the world for the past century, there 

have been more than a handful of top US Commanding Officers who have not only 

understood why but done something about it, to make the battlegrounds the US 

Government wages on foreign lands that much more even, you know what I mean 

jelly bean? 

 

You perfectly understand that when US 4 Star General Stilwell got so 

extraordinarily poorly treated by De Beers President Franklin D. Roosevelt after 



simply telling him the truth that the so extraordinarily pro monopolist US 

Government was “backing the wrong horse”, this atrocious behavior by a sitting US 

President was not lost for a moment on honest US Commanders who knew to go 

very quiet bearing in mind that soon after returning to the US and being told by two 

other Generals meeting him in “not to talk”, this great general who just two years 

earlier led a 140 mile march through the Burma jungle with a rifle strung over his 

shoulder, was dead. 

 

Nor was any of this lost on the going on 1.5 billion odd strong Chinese who consider 

General Stilwell a national hero. 

 

Nor can you forget how this past Thanksgiving the Chinese government at the last 

minute refused landing rights to 3 US Navy vessels including the aircraft carrier 

Kittyhawk carrying some 8,000 US soldiers. 

 

BTW did you know that the Fighter-Bomber-plane that my father and Syd Cohen, 

Commander of Israel’s first Squadron 101 flew most of the time during World War 

II were American made P40s more commonly known as Kittyhawks? 

 

Below is my dad taxing just before takeoff with a full load of bombs. 

  



It is also sobering to know that you see more than Israeli Military Intelligence 

carbon copied on this very heavily broadcasted communiqué that within no more an 

hour will reach, at a minimum, 100,000 individuals/groups including that idiot 

“playing ostrich” student of yours, Eretz Yoeli getting his PhD. from Boston 

University having completed his Masters thesis on De Beers, the monopolist solely 

responsible for the price mechanism not functioning for more than a century now, 

and now seeking comfort with De Beers’ law firm Skadden Arps; why else would 

Eretz respond to an email sent to a partner there who happens to be the father-in-

law of Jonathan Oppenheimer next in line to be in command and control of the 3 

Branches of the US Government, the British Empire’s most prized crown colony. 

 

No surprise that some 95% of the American population with co-opted-corrupted 

medical doctors earning telephone numbers are in worse physical shape than the 

British who are not exactly healthy. 

 

These are truly wild times, and you can also take my word for it. 

 

Look in to your data bank and count up all the people who have desk jobs on Wall 

Street and then add to that the numbers of those who have desk jobs such as real 

estate brokers off Wall-47th Street and you can only wonder not, “What an 

extraordinary Act of God the world hasn’t blown up?” but when your nightmare will 

be over, knowing that Armageddon is simply not good enough. 

 

The fact that there hasn’t been a single nation in the world apart from the United 

States Government who has dropped, not one, but two nuclear weapons in anger; 

moreover, on a civilian population belonging to a nation that was yet another nation 

trapped in to war by the out of control military-industrial-complex of the rotten to 

the core United States Government, doesn’t make your restless nights any easier. 

 

Nor the fact that the big business interests beginning with De Beers who control all 

3 Branches of the US Government have no loyalty to the American flag, or the anti-

Trust laws that don’t apply to them or the money laundering laws etc etc just 

makes you want to cry your heart out that you haven’t been smart enough to steal 

legally like them, rather than feel outraged by their most brutal allocation of the 

world’s precious minerals resources as well as human labor that when “finished 

with” become fodder for very calculated killing machine wars. 

 

You laughed loudly when you suggested that Adam L. Tucker, my one American 

programmer, very much at the top of his game, ask De Beers’ law firm Skadden 

“Apes” [sic], “Are you getting it?” 

 

Are you getting it? 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/calfrey-niceday.pdf
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My F-C and most brilliant logical thinker wife gets its! 

 

You would agree, that for the vast majority who have their basic needs met, there 

is very little left for them to talk about except for getting laid.  

 

Could it be that you are not alone in having great sex which is lending responsibility 

for your lack of logical  thought processing no different to each and every US 

Commanding Officer who has yet to ask their superior, “What in God’s name is 

going on?” 

 

No doubt realizing that you are not alone in checking out that much closer my long 

time buddy, National Security Council spook, Roger W. Robison, the protégé of De 

Beers banker David Rockefeller, Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank and founder of 

the Trilateral Commission. 

 



It might help get you to be a little more focused not only thinking about all those 

blind copied but bear in mind Mr. Dennis Sweeney who during his time at Stanford 

University, was the protégé of Allard Lowenstein who Sweeney would later murder 

in his Manhattan Office. 

 

You are of course old enough to remember that Sweeney shot and killed 

Lowenstein in 1980, after which he turned himself in to the police.  

 

Now draw your attention to more of Mr. Allard’s bio by reading very carefully Mr. 

Allard’s close working relationship with the CIA and Anglo South African Harry “non-
racial liberal” Oppenheimer by clicking HERE taking you to a piece written in 1995 

by a Richard Cummings, entitled, “A Diamond Is Forever: Mandela Triumphs, 

Buthelezi and de Klerk Survive, and ANC on the U.S. Payroll”.  

 

Not to mention that over the course this most awesome mostly gray day that had 

the Pacific Ocean looking dark green, I got to enjoy the breathtaking view here at 
our cliff house in heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar all the while 

remembering to breath in deep the fresh salt ocean swept air blowing in frequently 

through the two side windows on either side of the two oversized windows. 

 

I will over the course of the next 48 hours, all depending on other priorities which 
my F-C wife might have in store for me, be highlighting in the color red items of 

importance in this well-written article while placing hyperlinks over certain words, 

that again should keep you at a minimum “entertained” as you look forward to 

seeing photos both clothed and naked of the most beautiful, most gorgeous, sexy 

beyond belief, again so very funny French-Canadian woman with that to die for 
body who only returned late this afternoon to the cliff house on her red Piaggio 

scooter after teaching her weekly art oil painting class in Rancho Sante Fe. 

 

BTW it is still hard to get over how very entertaining Marie Dion Gevisser was at 

dinner last night at Barbarellas, about equally as good as when she once “on 

passant” while listening to my Charm School mother’s record, THE IMPORTANCE OF 

BEING A WOMAN 

[http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.sht

ml] while miming my mother’s “Queen’s English” did all the “moves”, checking her 

pose, making sure that her slip wasn’t showing, etc etc. 

 

Yes, you will agree it is all about having the right attitude! 

 

Now you are thinking more about not simply the increasing silence of my Allied 

Fighter-Bomber-Pilot father Bernie Gevisser whose skill and experience dive-

bombing the crap out of the De Beers-Nazi bastards during World Oil War can be 

found in his two logbooks he left with me when joining me on the flight from South 

Africa to the United States, leaving on March 16th, 1978, arriving the next day, St. 
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Patrick’s Day, in Chicago, Illinois; such prized possessions detailing his miraculous 

71 missions, had US Colonel Dwight Kroesch, credited with being the first Allied 

pilot to drop members of the 82nd Airborne behind enemy lines on June 5th-6th 

1944, commenting with tears in his eyes when paging through and reading line for 

line, “He is the miracle man!” 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/images/3-17-

02/new%20temporary%20website/page7.htm 

 

Like my father, grabbing your attention are those 50 Spitfires in perfect condition 

that Boris Senior, my father’s but more so my mother’s and her father’s close friend 

left behind in South Africa that Boris had purchased in a rigged auction for the 

extraordinary low price of 6 English Pounds Sterling apiece. 

 

Yes, had Ben Gurion gone ahead and allowed those planes to be smuggled into 

Israel in pieces in cargo being shipped out of Durban Harbor through my other 

grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser’s multinational trading conglomerate, The Moshal 

Gevisser Group of Companies then the vastly inferior  Messerschmitts that Boris 

Senior and Syd Cohen and a handful others flew out of Czechoslovakia which had 

both Boris and Modi Alon the first Commander of Israel’s Squadron 101 having to 

ditch on Rhodes Island, Greece as they ran out of fuel, would not have got the 

attention Ben Gurion and Co. so sought from their real enemy the American-British 

Governments who had imposed the most heinous, the most visible arms blockade 

on the fledging Jewish State  (British White Papers of 1939), so very convinced 

were the De Beers controlled Allied Governments that when the real battle began 

on May 14th, 1948, the State of Israel would be overrun in a matter of hours and 

those Jewish people who had escaped the American-British Nazi Holocaust would be 

driven into the Mediterranean Sea. 

 

You, of course are intimately familiar with De Beers President Franklin D. Roosevelt 

“entertaining” Ibn Saud, King of Saudi Arabia on board the US Destroyer, USS 

Quincy on February 14th, 1945, some 12 days following the Russian Red Army, not 

American Gis, liberating Auschwitz where over one million Jewish people, men, 

women and children were brutally and systematically murdered, that doesn’t have 

you forgetting your bloodied hands on the other 5 odd million.  

  

5 April 1945  
  

GREAT AND GOOD FRIEND:  

 

I have received the communication which Your Majesty sent me under 

date of March 10, 1945, in which you refer to the question of Palestine 
and to the continuing interest of the Arabs in current developments 
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affecting that country. 

  

I am gratified that Your Majesty took this occasion to bring your views 
on this question to my attention and I have given the most careful 

attention to the statements which you make in your letter. I am also 

mindful of the memorable conversation which we had not so long ago 

and in the course of which I had an opportunity to obtain so vivid an 

impression of Your Majesty's sentiments on this question.  
 

Your Majesty will recall that on previous occasions I communicated to 

you the attitude of the American Government toward Palestine and made 

clear our desire that no decision be taken with respect to the basic 

situation in that country without full consultation with both Arabs and 

Jews.  
 

Your Majesty will also doubtless recall that during our recent 

conversation I assured you that I would take no action, in my capacity as 

Chief of the Executive Branch of this Government, which might prove 

hostile to the Arab people.  
  

It gives me pleasure to renew to Your Majesty the assurances which you 

have previously received regarding the attitude of my Government and 

my own, as Chief Executive, with regard to the question of Palestine and 

to inform you that the policy of this Government in this respect is 
unchanged.  

  

I desire also at this time to send you my best wishes for Your Majesty's 

continued good health and for the welfare of your people.  

  

Your Good Friend,  
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT  

  

His Majesty  

ABDUL AZIZ IBN ABDUR RAHMAN AL FAISAL AL SAUD  

King of Saudi Arabia  
Riyadh 

  

And of course you just cannot get enough of that letter sent above sent in follow up 

from “so loved” President Franklin D. Roosevelt assuring Ibn Saud that the US 

Government would do everything it could to help annihilate the rest of the Jewish 

people; such a letter, combined with such a meeting, combined with the diabolically 

obscene arms embargo on the fledging Jewish State leave little doubt in the minds 

of most people with the least amount of common sense that the United States 

Government has never been a friend of the State of State of Israel and why when 

you hear Jewish people here in the United States of America saying that the US 

Navy Swastika shaped building built over 3 years beginning in 1967 is “farfetched” 



all you say is nothing as you perfectly understand they don’t want their “comfort 

zone” upset in any way, shape or form. 

 

Now before getting on your hands and knees and giving me 2400 pushups followed 

by 3600 sit-ups, forward this communiqué to every US military commander and 

service person you know. 

 

My long time pal Tony Leon from Durban South Africa who isn’t your regular “chit-

chat” non-racial liberal with plenty of time on his hands to “pretend” he is making a 

positive contribution to the betterment of humankind fearing most that during his 

lifetime he might actually have to work for a living and compete on a level playing 

field is of course in the carbon copy section allowing you and others in both the 

carbon and blind copied section to communicate with Tony, the immediate past 

leader of the South African Democratic Alliance Party who I spent not only 

considerable time with in South Africa back in 1995 but “quality time” when Tony 

“opened up” about how all of not only South Africa’s problems, but all of the world’s 

problems were directly related to the most racist, most anti-Semitic South African 

Oppenheimer family who on the surface were not only so “liberal” but so very 

supportive of the State of Israel. 

 

Photo below was taken outside Nelson Mandela’s office in the Houses of Parliament, 

Cape Town, South Africa 
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On the left, Tony Leon who was giving us a guided tour, my mother Zena, Zena’s 

second husband Alan Zulman, and me. 

 

One of the names you see in the carbon section, Mr. Alan A. Pener, is most likely an 

unfamiliar name but, CONFLICT SECURITIES you of course recognize from the 

heavily broadcasted communiqué I sent out yesterday. 

 

“Our Man Roger” aka Roger W. Robinson has most likely given Mr. Pener, his Chief 

Operating Officer, a “heads up” to expect an email from me but it is unlikely Mr. 

Pener is quite ready for my follow up that of course I will be first running by Israeli 

Military Intelligence, the Mossad as well as President George W. Bush assuming he 

and those around him think what I have to say should be presented to our 

Commander In Chief exactly as I write it or in a summary form. 

 

Remember I haven’t forgotten that your gravy train is all tied in to your ability to 

make a buck out of uranium. 

 

In other words, I too can chit chat with the best of the best liars, cheats and 

thieves who every so often come up with brilliant words of advice for which you 

deserve and got credit for yesterday, but I also know perfectly well that you are 

highly supportive of the status quo that is all geared toward doing nothing more 

than empowering kids who attend university and who come out with no skills but 

their gift of the gab that mean nothing in a merit driven economy to immediately be 

helped by relying on either their Trust-Hush-Fund and/or a DeBeers-Rhodes 

Scholarship, to incite the masses to violence. 

 

The Mossad has known all this going back to the days of the pogroms of the 1880s 

when US Americans were massacring native Indian Americans before then 

introducing civil and criminals laws such as the Geneva Convention that make it 

look to the discombobulated masses that the “rule of law” applies in unlawful laws 

aimed at cleaning up from previous massacres that stem from when the masses of 

poor have a little more time on their hands, thanks to advances in technology, to 

question the “status quo”. 

 

Now come back to examining how very important it was to both the deep 

underground Jewish Underground as well as the Mossad, that attending the funeral 

of American Charles Engelhard, the “control person” of the De Beers-Anglo 

American Cartel were none other than Senator Ted Kennedy, former President 

Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey. 

 

Of course it stood to reason that while De Beers who came out of World Oil War II 

stronger than ever could execute their agenda, “Take the money now, or open a 
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taco stand” the Mossad were not exactly “asleep at the wheel” when following very 

closely behind all those who profiteered from the wholesale slaughter of 6 million 

Jewish people including a great many Jewish people who along with their offspring 

remain silent today and who I am exposing in “real time” on the “$ hit list” [sic] 

also known as the FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES list. 

 

The State of Israel needed to continue to “line up their ducks” beginning with 

Charles W. Engelhard who just prior to his assassination by the Mossad was forced 

to leave the clearest of money trails that he anticipated his death at the young age 

of 54 that of course there would be no mention by any of the media as to his cause 

of death apart from as my Royal Mater-Mother would say, “an addiction to Coca 

Cola” all the while this virulent anti-Semitic and “open supporter” of the 3rd Reich’s 

Southern Division (aka the South African Apartheid lead financed by Germans 

Engelhard and Oppenheimer) would name a sellout Jewish person, my uncle David 

Gevisser with the extraordinarily good last name as his executor, all the while 

Engelhard’s American lawyers would be forced to pay as a “sign on bonus” a cool 

US$6 million which my uncle Dave knew he had no choice but to disclose first to my 

mother and then to me many years later, given the “slap across the face” my 

mother delivered back in 1969 to his uncle Sol “Little King” Moshal just 2 years 

prior to Engelhard’s assassination following Engelhard and Harry Oppenheimer 

having orchestrated the forced sale of my father and his father’s The Moshal 

Gevisser Group of Companies that was a “pain in the butt” to the De Beers-Anglo 

American Cartel given how it reeked of the free enterprise system particularly as it 

empowered small non-white businesses to operate in Apartheid South Africa while 

channeling funds and armaments to resistance movements all over the world 

including the most trustworthy, those located in southern France who in 

collaboration with their Spanish brothers kept both armaments as well as 

intelligence flowing to Ben Gurion and Co. 

 

Again, you would know that another sellout Jewish person, Hollywood blockbuster 

producer-director Steven SPIelberg got a great number of things absolutely “spot 

on” in his epic 2005 movie-documentary MUNIch beginning with the CIA pulling out 

all stops to protect Al Hassan Salameh, Chief of Operation for terrorist group 'Black 

September' responsible for the Munich Massacre. 

 

As you know Salameh who was finally assassinated in 1979 by a Mossad hit squad 

activated immediately following the Munich Olympic massacres served as a secret 

contact between the PLO and the CIA from 1970 until his death, guaranteeing to 

not assassinate Americans in exchange for financial and political support. He helped 

protect Americans in Beirut, and his role was to facilitate contacts between the 

Palestinians and Americans, in hope of obtaining American support for the 

Palestinians. 
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You of course recall that rainy street scene where American CIA operatives acting 

drunk punch out a member of the hit squad causing enough of a distraction to allow 

Mr. Salameh a quick escape although it is possible that you were mostly focused on 

the weapons used by the Israeli hit squads that only became available a decade or 

so later. 

 

What you cannot escape however, are two very important facts of life beginning 

with SPIelberg “going overboard” in his 5 minute introduction to this epic movie in 

which this big time Jewish Hollywood celebrity owning hundreds of millions if not 

billions of US Dollars in US Treasuries makes mention: 

 

You should make no mistake that I am not attacking Israel with this 

film, in no way shape or form am I doing that.  

 

Second, Mr. SPIelberg from the very start to the end of the movie leaves his 

audience with the “belief system” that everything about us Jewish people is 

“money” as this fuckhead commits the cardinal sin of suggesting that the Mossad 

pay for either their weapon systems or intelligence which they do but only when 

setting up someone such as SPIelberg and Co. 

 

As you read through a verbatim transcript of Mr. SPIelberg’s 5 minute so very 

thoughtful, so emotional introduction that he wanted to do as much as he wanted a 

Mossad high caliber bullet fired into the back of his head, you will notice that there 

is no mention of the De Beers controlled CIA, no different to the rest of the heavily 

corrupt 3 Branches of the United States Government that has never been a “friend” 

of the fledging State of Israel, involved in the assassinations of fledgling 

democracies throughout the world given how you know that that the business of 

any monopoly is to never allow democracies that breed fair and free markets to 

take root; just like you would know without attending one of your bs economics 

lectures at the heavily corrupt Stanford University that the business of corrupt 

governments is to corrupt grass roots organizations before they take root. 

 

Click HERE to get that verbatim transcript and if you are having trouble for 

whatever reason even if it only because your hand is shaking so very badly that you 

cannot control the mouse read below how Mr. SPIelberg’s introduction goes on to 

end: 

 

This is a very very tough subject and we have decided to approach it 

honestly and unsparingly.  
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This film is an attempt to look at policies that Israel shares with the 

rest of the world and to understand why a country feels that its best 

defense against a certain kind of violence is counter violence, and we 

try to understand this as filmmakers, through empathy because that 

is what you do, you extend empathy in every single direction because 

you can’t understand the human motivation without empathy. 

 

This movie is not an argument for non response.  

 

On the contrary what this movie is showing is that a response that 

may be the right response is still one that confronts you with some 

very difficult issues, and when we have to respond to terror today, 

what is relevant is the need to go through a careful process, not to 

paralyze ourselves, not to prevent us from acting but to try and 

ensure that the results that we produce are the ones that we really 

intend.  

 

I mean it is the unintended [mumbling] results that are probably 

some of the worst and that will ultimately bedevil us. 

 

What you see in this movie is not an attempt to answer, “Should 

there should be targeted killings or not?”. 

 

What I am doing with this movie is highlighting some of the 

dilemmas and highlighting some of the issues that need to be 

discussed. I am not trying to answer them. But the movie in a sense, 

apart from being a human drama which explores what these guys 

went through, will hopefully stir that discussion. 

 

Now come back to Mr. Richard Cummings, “A Diamond Is Forever: Mandela 

Triumphs, Buthelezi and de Klerk Survive, and ANC on the U.S. Payroll”, and the 

“statement” by liberal American Congressman Lowenstein, “Can we influence 

Africans to accommodate their demands in less violent ways?” 

 

With each moment that passes until you and all those “attracted to you” take your 

last breath which will hopefully be long after me, you are all going to have to dwell 

in your increasing misery especially those of you who in advocating “less violence” 

have relied exclusively on violence in suppressing cultured people to give up their 

culture and work the mines and the fields above for slave wages and if daring to 

complain to come up with so very civil wording,  

 



“Can we influence Africans to accommodate their demands in less violent 

ways?” 

 

Would you agree that hell is only here on planet Mother Earth for all those who 

usurp their limited authority and for the rest this is now the greatest time in the 

history of time to be alive, fit and well and to have no qualms about meeting our 

Maker and never again have to even think about all those wretched people let alone 

look at their so very ugly faces and bodies? 

 

Have a nice day! 

 

Ps – Standby for my follow up to you, Mr. Pener and George W. Bush who should 

besides for focusing on 1), that Israeli Military Intelligence report, 2) the CIA 

trapping the Soviets in to invading Afghanistan, 3) immediately suspending the 

trading of shares in public corporations and 4), immediately withdrawing all US 

forces back to the United States to await the stepping down of the heavily corrupt 3 

Branches of Government including the US Supreme Court, make careful note to 

assess how very good a person he is, relatively speaking, by looking most carefully 

at the performance of his opponents beginning with “Our Man Roger” and Sec. 

James A. Baker III, “THE MOST DANGEROUS PERSON IN THE WORLD”. 
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